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Sargent

The letters accompanying the most muWe believe that while the I. W. W.
and other radical elements are endeavor- nificent gift of Dr. Dudley Allen
5500 Subscriptions.
Sargent of
our
of
country
ing to destroy the laws
to the proposed school
: in $1,000 subscriptions since
and the protection of our homes, it is our Cambridge, Mass.,
duty as loyal citizens to support in every building came too late for use in last
•k the following:
possible way the forces which we must week’s issue. The gift has been the curMargaret Schiller, Pittsburg.
rent topic of conversation the past week
itional Bank of Belfast, subject depend upon in an emergency.
In the State of Maine our only support
proval of stockholders.
and many personal reminiscences have
Maine Inat
3d
the
the
is
time
present
timer Company,
been told beginning with his infant days.
and
our particular problem in Belfantry
it Pitcher.
We wish
fast is Co. F. of this regiment.
His Letters.
subscriptions:
to encourage our employees whose cir“I am sending you by the same mail a
\. and Maud Gammans.
can
take
cumstances are such that they
little contribution which I scribbled off
an active part in the ranks of this ComFrost.
,tli M. and Ralph D. Southworth pany, to enlist, and we have therefore yesterday apropos to the Belfast School
Fund Campaign. I am also senddecided to pay any of our employees not Building
ve at least $30,000 or $3S,000 in
ing you the original papers which I came
difference
the
in
all
exceeding
twenty
51,000’s before entering on between their
across yesterday which you will kindly
average wage at this plant
We and
return to me after reading them.
for the smaller amounts.
any pay which they may receive
Of course, you can use your own judgmportance of every one’s giving from the State or other bonuses while
ment in priming the names of the prothought and attention to the] engaged in active duty. This otfer does posed Dramatic Association. I
thought
not apply to the period of summer en'hat the fund may be raised and
| perhaps the printing of the names of those
campment.
old-timers might awaken some tender
at once, and we urge upon
We pledge ourselves to re-employ on
emotions in regard to the old familiar
i.-.en his duty to properly assist
their old jobs employees who serve on
scenes and faces so that they might be
as
active
soon
as
with
the
Company
duty
dertaking.
induced later to come across with their
they are released from active service or
ise who have not already subcontributions to the school fund
at the summer encampments.
1 am contemplating writing a book on
do so immediately so as to
Those who are now members of the
my fifty years fight for physical educahe effort as well as with their Company and new members, as enrolled,
will be required to not'fy us who will tion in America, and I want to begin
tions.
with a review of my early boyhood days
draw their pay while absent.
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor
Remember those now in the Company j in Belfast. I would like very much to
and the first of those who are accepted reminisce a little with you as you are one
for service up to the total number of of the few now living with whom I was
COMMUNICATION.
in way associated in these early days.
twenty will receive this benefit.
Leonard & Barrows.
ilitor of The Journal:
BELFAST HIGH SCHOOL
By II. H. Stevens.
1865
it is a little bit presumptious
“This is to certify that we the underanger to be rushing forward to
signed do hereby agree to take such a
The
Church.
testions to those that have long
part in the proposed entertainment as our
abilities will permit, and try to do justice
dents of Belfast and workers for
The Liberty Baptist Church celebrated to the school as well as ourselves.
re.
But, inasmuch as I hope that
Are we not as capable of giving a public
its seventy-fifth anniveisary Nov. 2nd.
1 may be honored by an adopA large and appreciative audience from exhibition as were the pupils of 18—?
the family, 1 am venturing to
Shall we have it said that this school
Free- Joes not
possess talent and independence
iberty of voicing an idea that Montville, Palermo, Washington,
dom and Morrill listened to the following enough to start an exhibition of this sort
nto my mind the other day.
and carry it through? Shah we allow
program:
re working for a new High school
the genius and talent of this school to lie
Miss Duncan
Voluntary,
There can be no doubt that it
dormant because we never have had a
Doxoiogy
teacher before who took interest enough
But my attention has been Scripture
Heading, Mr. Willard Overlock in it to
propose such a thing? No, I thihk
what I feel is an even greater Music,
Choir not
Let us therefore bestir our wits and
Kev. E. A. Dinslow !
rely: that of a community house Prayer,
; faculties—let us combine what talent we
Miss Esther Hunt
Solo,
have got, whether it be musical or draboys and girls can enjoy health- Scripture
Rev. Nathan Hunt
Reading,
and show the people of this city
elpful recreation, a place to carry- Sermon,
Mr Willard Overlock matical,
what we can do.
Mr. John P. Sanford
work as is done in many com- Solo,
The exhibition will be £ ven one week
Mrs. C. E. Bousiield,
by the Y. M. C. A and the Y. Address,
after the annual examination of this
from China
Missionary
Now my idea is this. It ought
The performance will consist of
l school.
Jesus Lover of

Received

to

Date in

$1,000

and

j

iiully

Liberty Baptist

>

Hymn,

-.ly possible to kill two birdswith
by building that splendid new
not that you are going to have in

j

My Soul,
Congregation

music, singing, declaiming, dialogues, etc.
! The money obtained is to be expended in
Rev. Nathan Hunt
Benediction,
purchasing a library for the benefit of the
Evening Session.
school.
Please sign—”
Miss Duncan
The signatures of this list of persons
Voluntary,

that it may also serve as a
Choir
I have no doubt that I Music,
..ty house.
Scripture Reading, Mr. Willard Overlock
of public spirited citizens could
Rev. E. A. Davis
Music,
ed who would gladly give some Prayer,
G H. Hamiin, D D
Mr John P. Sanford
lime tu taking charge of the Solo,
Historical Address.
Hon. F. F. Phillips
d acting as monitors. I myself !
Mr. Tom Vose and Miss Clement
Duet,
Icome the opportunity of being
G
II. Hamlin, D. D
Sermon,
ich a group and doing my share, i Hymn, Come Thou Almighty King.

ray

this idea

is

not

a

new

one;

Benediction,

so

Augustine Hersey
Fred Pote
E. H. Hilton
J WE Cunningham
A. P. Thombs

was

Extensive repairs have been

much the

organist.
m

ide and

$l,fi22 53 have been contributed in cash
and labor including the memorial organ.

glad to say amen. If the
Much credit is due our beloved State
to be at all new, I trust that |
Rev. E. A. Davis, and we
!-e considered worthy of your con- Missionary,
all extend our heartfelt thanks to him
n or that some other and better
and everyone who helped make possible
be dev.sed for meeting this need !
the renovation of church and vestry.
munity house.
The color scheme of decorations was
Sincerely yours,
green and red, consisting of potted ferns,
George C. Boorn,
pine boughs and a profusion of red ber-

j

am

aces

j

ries.

MILL, Swanville.

\k

Farnliam has gone to Portland

winter,

wnere

he

has employ-

1 he ushers were Gladys brown, Gladys
Ludwick, Gladys Young, Evie Ludwick,
Annie McCurdy, Doris Brown.

BLAKE-CORNFORTH.
i

Mrs. F. P. Webb were in Free9, guests of Mrs. S. J. Flye.

me

Dyer of North Haven is vis-

daughter,

Mrs. H. D. Farnliam.

Milton W. Blake of Morrill and Miss
M. Cornforth of Thorndike w'ere

Nettie

married at the Unitarian parsonage last

Saturday evening by Rev. Arthur E.
i Mrs. E, C. Peavey were guests
Wilson. The single ring service was
f Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Hanley in
used. They were accompanied by the
omaston.
groom’s sister, Miss Georgia Blake, K.
1 ia M. Toothaker is visiting her
N-, of this city, the bride’s sisters, Mary
-in-law, Mrs. Julia Toothaker in and Ella Cornforth, and by Ray Cross ol
n, for several weeks.
Morrill. The bride wore a becoming blue
\.
as

B.

Wyman of

been in town

days and

while

on

Watertown,
business for

here

t.he

was

tailored suit. They will make their
home for the present with the groom't
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John O. Blake ol
Morrill.

Mr. and Mrs James Webster.

George O. Hart, who recently received
Saco Valley Canning Company are his release from service, was obliged tc
"g a large amoun'. of apples and return home from a hunting trip to Flagring up daily between 3,000 and stall and has since been seriously ill with
dlon cans.
pleurisy.

:

Entertainment Course
First Number Friday Evening, at
8.15 at the Colonial Theatre

The De Mille Quartet
with Miss Hilda Buckingham Pianist
Course tickets $2.00. Single tickets 60c.
Don’t miss it.

WE

OFFER

Belfast Water District

worthy undertaking.
person should give so

Bonds due Nov. 1,1927
at 99.67 to

yield

4.55

Exempt from all taxes.

The City National Bank of Belfast

Certainly

no

one

much as to deprive
any present or former citizen of the opportunity to contribute something.

hands a rod placed eight feet from
the
stage, with extended arms and legs, went
round the pole, as a wheel goes round
the
axle, and then reversed the motion.
There were exercises on the horizontal
bar, parallel bar, posturing and tumbling
and on the trapeze, or suspended
ladder!
It was all of a high order of
excellence
and the trapeze feats excelled
anything
we ever saw, and we have seen
the best
star performers.
We say it is wonderful that these lads
should have achieved such perfection
merely by amateur practice in their spare
hours, and that they deserve public approbation and patronage. The entertainment, with change of programme, will by
special request, be repeated on Saturday
evening next, when we trust there will
again be a crowded house.
A feature of the entertainment, not in
the bills, was the appearance of a
couple
of amateur Ethiopean
minstrels, whose
performances fairly brought down the
house, and whose reappearance was loudly called for.
The awakening of an interest in athletic
exercise is of itself a meritorious thing.
Our danger as a people is that in sharpening the intellect and in the pursuit of
gam, these things will be neglected until
the race deteriorates. The poet rightly
says:

“111 fares that land, to hastening ills a
prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men de-

cay.”
With intellect however inventive and
wealth in whatever quantity, we shall
lack a vital element of national power if
bodily vigor is not cultivated. We know
not how soon armies may be raised again
or navies
recruited, and the young man
who brings to his country’s services
trained limbs and hardened muscles is
worth a dozen soft and effieminate recruits. It was muscle and endurance that
accomplished Sheridan’s wild ride along
the Blue Ridge; that kept the bloodstained deck of the victorious Hartford,
as she swept through the storm of battle
in Mobile Bay; that manned the guns of
the Kearsarge when the British corsair
went down in the channel under her fire.
It is muscle, directed by mind, that wius

always.

lhe Armistice

Anniversary.

Sunday Services in the Armory and the
Carnival With Impressive Pleven O’clock
Services Tuesday Night
Trank D.

HazeltinePost, No. 43, American Legion of Honor, observed their first
American Legion Sunday, Nov. 9th, at 3
p. m. in the Armory.
The hall was appropriately decorated with red, white and
blue bunting, flags and bright lanterns.
There was a large audience and the entire service was impressive, The center

lioor section was reserved for the Post
and about forty members in civilian dress
marched in under the lead of their com-

the labor conditions, to the American
commercial life and said that this country will die ate for the next 100 years the
finances of ihe world. The development
of efficient manhood is democracy’s highest purpose; not to become rich but to
acquire sufficient gold for the age and
and the tasks of life.
He spoke of the
ideal home file, the influence of the stars,
the birds and flowers in nature’s ques-

exhibitions and

is

with

pieasuie

we

quote from the files of The Journal of.
22, 1867.

| Feb.

were

most

constitution,

etc.,

appropriate.

At the close of his address he urged the
necessity of recruiting Company F. to

The Young athletes.
We think,
who was fortunate enough to its full quota and suggested that they be
be present at the gymnastic performances be given
loyal support.
at Tierces’ Hail, on
Saturday evening, 1 The services closed with America and
confessed to a very great degree of sur- I
the benediction by Rev. J. If. W'oodsum
prise .,1. tue high character of the entertainment.
Vve
cknowledge to a feeling of Milton, Mass.
of astonishment that these young gentleThe whistles and bells were used at 11
men should have made such
proficiency, [
and that they were able to hold tne
large a. m. to recall the hour when firing ceasaudience with unflagging interest for two I ed on
the world war battle front.
liouis and a tiaif, showing their
apprecia- I
There were record crowds at the Artion by loud and long applause.
These
performers are but schoolboys, the oldest j mory, both of spectators and the dancing
only seventeen years ot age; and when i public. The hours from 9 to 11 were deMaster Sargent, the leader of the
troupe, voted to general dancing with good mucame one day to our
ollice, and laying !
1
seven
down his school-books, signified his de- sic by McKeen’s orchestra of
! sire to have some haucihills printed an- i pieces anc Charles F. Hammons vocal
nouncing the performance, we looked ; soloist. The dance numbers bore names
lorward to nothing like the reality
pre- immortal in the world’s
history of batsented on the following Saturday evening.
For when the same young man appeared tles, etc. About 11 o’clock the stage was
before the auaience in gymnastic cos- used to represent No Man’s Land and
j
tuine, with the calm bearing of conscious some of the raw realities our boys endurpower, we beheld a
young Hercules, ed
there.
Illuminated cards on an easel
thin
everyone

Hanked, broad-shouldered, deep-

chested, with arms rounded and swelling
with muscles, and who put up
forty
pound dumb-bells with surprising ease.
Young Mitchell, with less muscular pow
very

symmetrical,

and lithe and
supple as a panther, as his exercises with
the Indian clubs showed. Two younger
lads, perhaps eight or ten years old, Hurley and Twombly, manifested aptitude
and careful training.
There was a feeling in the audience
that the performers made their programme too extended and fatigued themselves unnecessarily. But of tne feats
themselves, we are free to say that we
never saw better by regular professional
gymnasts—and some of them we feel
sure are entirely new and novel.
For
instance, Sargent, grasping with his I
J
is

PERSONAL

Meeting.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Public Health Committee was held at the
Red Cross room Wednesday afternoon,

the month of October

as

and

Ear

visiting in

explained what to the thinking public
were
and
most apparent
impressive.
Then came the Red Cross first aid camp
with the wounded, the surgeons and the
Red Cross nurse. Mr. Hammnos sang at
he opportune time, “The Rose of No
Man’s Land.”
Then floor space was
called for and a gun and carriage, camouflaged to do its deadly work of shockshelling, etc. These ideas were original
with the Post members who had charge
of the carnival, Messrs. Ralph A. Bramliall, William L. Luce and others. Morris L. Slugg spoke in the interest of the
Red Cro s membership drive and a booth
with Misses Laverne Whitten and Edna
D. Crawford acting as nurses in receiv-

ing subscriptions.

Mrs. Elon li. Gilchrest of Grand Rapis expected home this week
on account of the illness of her
mother,
Mrs. R. F. Dunton. Her brother, Wm.

Me.

ids, Mich.,

Saturday

was

in

business.

on

F.

Misses Annie and Lou Smalley went
to Lisbon Falls Saturday for a short visit.
Mr.

and

was recently operated on at
Waldo County Hospital, both are

improving.

Charles M. Welch of

Mrs.

Dunton,

the

Miss Louise Hazeltine left last Saturenroute to Tsir.g Tao, China, for an
day
Cecil Clay returned
Monday from Augusta, Mrs. Clay having extended visit with her niece, Mrs Richard E. Shaw formerly Miss Marian Hazspent Sunday there.
Bath are the guests of Belfast relatives.
Mr.

follows:

and

Mrs.

A. C.
in this

Knight,
city, left

from Vancouver

by Mrs. Shaw.
T

Thomas

who spent the summer
last week for Orlando,

Bosworth,

sail

will be met in Shanghai

Nov. 27th and

of

Shea

New

resident of North

summer

York,

Shore,

a

and

beloved and respected by all w 10 know
him in Belfast, took part in the all-star

Fla., where he will spend the winter
Mrs. Fred B.

will

She

eltine.

Mrs. C. W. Jennys left Friday for Boston, where she will visit her son Wihard,
a student at Tuft’s Dental
College.

under care first of

Infirmary, Portland,

Gordon is

J.

Mark Shibles of Knox Station
Belfast last

month,
y
Number of new cases,
9
Total number of cases during month, 18
Number of cases dismissed,
4
Number of cases remaining at end of
14
month,
Nursing visits made,
20
Infant welfare visits,
8
Prenatal visits,
2
Tuberculosis visits,
9
Home visits to school children,
6
Other visits,
6
Total number of visits,
51
Number of new cases reported by
2
families,
Number of new cases reported by
4
physicians,
Number of new cases reported by
3
others,
Number of paying patients,
3
Number of free patients,
6
Fees collected,
$12.50
Cost of postage,
62
One patient was taken to the Maine
Eye

Wm.

Waterville,

November 5th, at 4 o’clock, Mrs. Essie
P. Carle, chairman, presiding.
The minutes of the last meeting were
read by the secretary and approved
Miss Ginn, Treasurer, reported that
bills for the following articles had been
received: rug, wood, and telephone bill.
Miss Nickerson reported her work for
Number of oases

PERSONAL.

_

Mrs.

who has been

program given recently in the Century
visiting her mother, Mrs. Wm. J. GorTheatre, New Y'ork, for the benefit of
has
to
her
returned
don,
home in New
the iActors
Fidelity League
Nearly
York city.
every prominent actor and actress of the
Mr. N. S. Donahue left Monday for a :
past 20 years gave a sketch from their
hunting trip and Mrs. Donahue will early Broacway success and M" Shea
spend the two weeks with her parents in | gave a scene from The Bells, his own
Hartland.
adaptation rf the French version of Tne
Miss Sadie M. Robbins, B H. S. ’19, Polish Jew, which he first produced May
has a position with the American Opti- 10, 1807 and in which he has since played
cal Co. of Sovthbridge, Mass., as book- the part of Mathias, the Burgomaster,
2500 times.
Mr. Shea has produced the
keeper and stenographer.
Miss Alice Thorndike, who had been Bells several times in Belfast, where he
manager of the local office of the Western
Union Telegraph Co. for several years,
has been transferred to the Houlton office.—Piscataquis Observer.

for

treatment.
After remaining in that institution 16 days the child returned w.th

came as a

considerably improved vision. Other interesting cases have been brought to my
attention during the month, and I have
reasons to feel that there is a growing

Mr3.

T.

Roslindale.

A. Mitchell,

very young

man

and whe-e he

his wife, formerly Miss Nellie Bur-

met

kett.

L. C. Putnam left Monday to join Mrs.
Putnam at the home of their daughter,

THE

CHURCHES

They

Preaching services will be held next
Sunday morning at the Congregational
interest in me mucn needed worn.
Mrs. reter A. viison lelt last Monday | church.
Sunday school at noon
Mrs. Carle read the following list of for Somerville, where she will spend the
First Parish (Unitarian'. Minister, Rev.
names of officers and members of comwinter with her son and his wife, Mr.
A. E. Wilson
Preaching service at ID.45
mittees as elected at the annual
and Mrs. Charles W. Crockett.
will spend Thanksgiving there.

j

meeting
of the executive committee of the Rett

Cross

Howard
last Friday

heme

L

Whitten

returned

from Boston after

a

visit with her mother, Mrs. Perkins, who
is improving from a serious illness.

Treasurer, Miss Isabel Ginn; Room Committee, Mrs. Ben Hazeitine, Miss Anne
Misses Jessie Gartley and Jessie Olson
Crosby, Mr. Robert P. Chase; Publicity of
Bangor were in Belfast over Armistice
Committee, Mrs. John R. Dunton; Genthe guests of Mr. and Mrs Cecil
Day,
eral Committee, Mrs. Charles Craig, Miss
Clay. They came to attend the carnival.
Maud Barker, Mrs. E. A. Wilson, Mrs,
Cecil Ciay will leave today, Thursday,
Carl H. Stevens, Mrs. Ilarry L. Kilgore,
for
Portland, where he will act as stenMr. Elmer Sherman, Mr. E. E. Roderick,
ographer for the sessions of the Maine
Mr. Herbert H. Stevens.
on the anti-narcotic
Friday, November 14, was named as druggists’ hea.ing
tile time for the open day, when the room law.
Miss Louise McDonough, night operawould be open for inspection from 3.3(1
to 5.
tor in the local telephone exchange, is
Miss
It being found that certain members of taking a two weeks’ vacation.
the committee were unable to attend the Helen Hamm, a toll operator, is taking
meetings if held on Wednesday, the first her place.
Monday of each month was chosen as the
Walter S. Packard, who has been in
day for the regular meetings.
Bangor for some time, visited Mr and

vives, a monument of devotion to her
mother, her zeal for the church at South
Montville, into which she came by profession of faith and baptism in June, 1808,
and her interest in the grange and all
social and charitable functions

are

radi-

ant in the memory of kindred and friends.
The lingering sickness and deaths of her
daughter and husband never for a mo-

ment shook her

faith,

nor

shattered her

Mrs.

Arthur W.

Morse the past week
and left Monday for Bath, where he has

employment.
Mrs. Elfe V. V. Knox and Miss Albin-

ston, who have been
mer

home

in

at

Mrs. Knox’s

East Belfast

sum-

for several

months, will ieave this week for her home
in New York.
Mr. John Bryant, accompanied by his
daughters, Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins of this
city and Mrs. D. W. Clements of Watcrville, is visiting relatives in Omaha and
Hastings, Neb.

i

Months before her demise she named

the text

to

be

as

used at her funeral St.

Paul’s glowing words, “Our light affliction, that is but for a moment, worketh
for us a far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory.” Such was the faith,
the optimism and the heroism of a lady
physically frail, that impel us to turn
from the gloom of the grave to the tranquility of the stars of heaven.

“Here

are the fading and wasting,
Here are the hairs growing gray;
There are the hills everlasting,
There are the fair gates of day.”

p

SANDY POINT
Asa Staples, who is at work in Auburn,
spent the week-end in town.
Mrs. Lawrence Perkins and baby went
to Prospect Monday for a visit.

Waldo have taken the Russ
1

house

on

Beil street for the winter.
Mrs.

Carrie C.

Pendleton, who had
planned to leave last week for Boston
with her sister, Mrs. Mary C. Fessenden,
concluded to remain at the Millett residence in this city for a longer visit.
Miss Abbie

Doak,
N., who has been
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Doak, since receiving her release from Red Cross service, left Friday
R.

for Boston, where she plans to take
private nursing.

Miss Edith L. Strout.

up

land who had been here

Goa!

of

Preaching services will be held next
Sunday at the Universalist church at
10.45 a. m. Sunday school at noon A
7.30 p. m. there will be a special song
service followed by pictures on the B. H
S. Balopticon.
The seats are free and
all will be welcome.
The song service and picture program
at the Universalist church las' Sunday
evening were well attended and were so
well received that they will be continued
during the winter wi lt a series of high
grade slides.
Services will he held at the Baptist
church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday school at noon. Christian Endeavor

meeting at 0.30. Evening service a' 7.30
This, Thursday, evening at T.:!c the
The public is cordiallyprayer meeting.
invited to these services.
People's

Methodist

Charles W.

Martin,

Rev
Church,
pastor: parse age,
No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11.
sunday morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday
school, 12.00; Sunday evening preai ,.ug,
7.30.
Prayer meeting this, Thursday,
Tiie public is cor’ ally
evening at 7.30.
invited to attend all these serv.ces
CHARLES W. RANDALL

MRS

was

accom-

on a

visit.

two years

when she has been coni,,

her bed.

Mr. Randall had two eh;, iren

who lived three years, and William Merie
ritt, who is married and living :
home place.

Her

stepdaughter,

Mrs. c

Leadhetter, her son William Merrill
and wife, and four grandchildren ai : her
sister, Mrs. L E. Burns of Wile.’. i e,
K.

are

Tiic f

left to mourn their loss.

services

were

held at

one

c

7th from the Methodist Chup’li
Livermore and

interment

one

in

was

cemetery near by. The profuse n
quisite floral offerings show- o tin
and high esteem la which she v>' i,
by friends and relatives.

of the famous KEW Edison models

choose, you are sure of securing the last word
phonographic perfection, attaint d only after the

you

in
unlimited application of treasure and genius
the part of the illustrious Edison.

on

ALL KEW EDISONS PLAY ALL RECORDS
The

Hcpplewhite

at

#155

Exemplifies the New Edison attainments at moderate cost
W.

are

always ready to arrange terms to the convenience of
Open an account with us.

our

customers.

To ensure timely deliveries we suggest that
Christmas buyers make their selection now.
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS
OTHER NEW EDISONS FROM £95 TO

£450

FRED D. JONES
HEADQUARTERS for the NEW EDISON

:.■ ra

1

lock Nov.

“The Phonogrr.[h with a Soul"
the only phone graph which has
successfully met (he iontest, (he test of diiec-t conparkon with llie living artist,
'io achieve this result it cost $3,0(0,0<'0 in
experiment;
work.

Whichever

d to

by his lirst wife, Charles A., who d: d in
Seattle, Washington, in 1890, and Met
K. Leadhetter of Auburn.
By his s one
wife he had two sons, Everett Eugene,

GET THE BEST
2&NEW EDISON

Messrs. Fred Hartson, Lawrence’ Perkins and Owen Shute left Monday for
Greenville on a hunting trip.

Oct. 29th after a brief illness with
He was a bright, cheerful
little lad ten years of age. He loved his
Sunday school and that was the last place
he ever attended. His class were present
at his funeral to pay their last tribute of
respect to one they loved. For we ks
the little fellow seemed to be passing
from this earthly to a heavenly home.
C. S. Adams spoke briefly and was followed with prayer by E. A. Davis.

Site

panied by Mr. A. E. Nickerson of Port-

Orville Smith of the Sandypoint Shipbuilding Co., was a business visitor here
two days last week.

away

Sunday, “The
AU cordially invited.

Sophronia K., widow of Charles Wesley
Randall, died at East Livermore, N"o\.
Mrs. Randall was born in Knox,
1th.
soon for Portland, where they will locate
July 23, 1839, the daughter cf Svnuel
Adams and Lydia (Philbrick) Webb Since
for the present.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ left Mon- her marriage to Mr. Randall in October,
day for Florida where they will spend tile 1870, she has lived in East Livermore and
Edward Evans and family of enjoyed excellent health until Lbs last
winter.

here.

typhoid fever.

Life.”

Sermon

next

Mr. and Mrs George Leaman of Ban-

Joseph Hammel returned to Hampden
Monday after a short stay with friends

Maynard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Cunningham of South Montville, passed

subject,

gor have been recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur W. Morse.
They will leave

Everett Grieve and wife have lately
visited Richard Hendricks and family.

MAYNARD CUNNINGHAM

church school at noon.

m.;

a.

Mrs.

Wednesday, October 29:
Secretary, Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop;
on

vehemently urged the habit of expectation of being reunited with them
Mrs. Wilda Strout of East Belfast left
thinking. His reference to Roosevelt ! in the clime beyond the storms, nor lent last Saturday for
Portland, where she
a plaint to her voice, now stilled on earth.
w is eloquent and his closing remarks in
will spend the winter with her
daughter,
carried out in their

it

Public Health Committee

t.ons and

Simpson described

The facile pen of the late William H.
one of Ur. Sargent’s

F1VF (WIN

mander, Ralph A. Bramhall, with music
by McKeen’s orchestra. The majority
of them were apparently in their early
twenties and their presence brought back
thoughts of the Sunday preceeding Nov.
H, ’18, when the country was praying
that peace might he declared and the
MRS. MARGARET A. CONNER
boys returned, home. The voluntary was
given by the orchestra and the anthem,
Margaret A., widow of the late Charles
"Song of Praise, Awake,” was sung by- F. Conner, died at the ancestral home of
Mrs. C. W, Weseott, Mrs. B. R. Allen, the Conners on South Ridge,
Montville,
Mrs. M. O. Dickey, Miss Katherine E. Oct. 20th, after an illness of years of a
Brier, Messrs. Earl R. Talbot, A. P. paralytic nature, having lost her first
Goodhue, Hugh Young, Frank R. Keene born daughter, Agnes Mabel, in Novemand Harold S. McKeen, with Mrs. T. E. ber, 1904, and her husband in May, 1912,
Bowker accompanist. Rev. C. W. Mar- after lingering sicknesses. The obsequies
tin announced the program. The Scrip- at the home were conducted by her late
ture reading was by Rev. A. C. Elliot. husband’s cousin, Franklin F. Phillips,
The audience joined in singing “Onward assisted by Rev. E. A. Dinslow. There
Christian Soldiers.” An eloquent prayer was singing by a local quartette. The
was ollered by Rev. A. E. Wilson.
The ilora! tributes were beautiful. The house
was thronged with kindred and friends.
most impressive solo, Christ in Flanders,
was beautifully
sung by Mrs. Weseott Mrs. Conner born July 26, 1852, was the
accompanied byr Mrs, Louise Dennett daughter of Nathan and Margaret (BryPierce.
An
address, "The American ant! Brooks. Her school days were passSpint,” was given by Rev. H. E. Dun- ed at South Montville, those memorable
nack, now State Librarian at Augusta. school days, including the singing school
He c.iara 'terised the American spirit as and the Sunday school, and she the very
the matchless force in the Republics of acme of their inspiration.
Her devotion
to-day. It is unity of thought, of pur- id uei nusuann, me rearing or ner iwo
pose anc achievement.
He referred to daughters, one of whom, Miss Erva, sur-

reference to the American Legion, tile
men who compose it, their high ideals as

er,

4-2%

George F Hardman
Everett Wadlin
Herbert S. Wilson
Frank Reynolds
Edward Wiggin
Nathan Wheeler

1 do not remember that the proposed
exhibition ever took place, but the high
school discussion evidently started interest in a large- movement, as appended to
the same paper I find the following list of
names of a proposed Dramatic Association:
Col. Philo Hersey, John H. Quimby,
George P. Field, Albert Burgess, William
Bean, Clarence Poor, Frank Patterson,
Arthur Brown. Richard Moody, Charles
Hazeltine, Ed. Hilton, Due. Sargent,
Charles Johnson, Willie Washburn, Ross
Lewis, George P. Pote, Elbridge Pierce,
William Hal
Kate Poor, Hattie White,
Carrie Sargent, Ada Pote, Annie Bean,
Belie Anderson, Mrs. J. H Quimby, Mrs.
Woodbury Frederic.*, Susie Bean, Emma
White, Mary A, Ember, Rebecca Palfrey,
Mrs. Philo Hersey, Flora Patterson, Josie
Knowlton, Mrs. Reynolds, Lizzie Loihrop
f red Barker, Fred ?ote, Dell McDonald
The committee in charge presumably consisted of Messrs Hersey, Quimby, Brown.
Patterson and Sargent.
in looking over this list of names many
reminiscences connected with old Belfast
naturally occur to me. I will spare yo.i,
however, at this time sucli an affliction
as I might impose upon your readers. The
attempt that Belfast is now making to
raise subscriptions for a new school bui.dmg reminds me of my personal obligati ms
to the city.
It was iri one of those low back seats
in the present high school building tl at
1 lirst read the “treatise on Anatomy,
Physiology and Hygiene.”
This nook
gave me the vision of the importance >f
physical education for which 1 have contended for tin past fifty years with more
or less success,
Such service as I have been able ti
render to the country in behalf of the
physical betterment of its people may be
said to have started in my high school
corner in Belfast.
1 am enclosing my check for $1,000 to
Hie Mayor toward the school building
fund and know that many of the old
timers whose names and faces I have recalled will, if alive and well, make their
respective contributions to this praise-

Rev. E. A. Davis

Miss Katharine Sanford

else has thought out be-

ll such is the case,

Edward A. Dyer

Congregation

it is just exactly what you are
g to do and I am but a belated echo
.omeone

then follows.
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Oil

ess,

occurred

all over the country and will
become frequent if the coal strike continues.
Many of the great railroads of

the country have begun to cancel passenger trains. If the striking miners hold

ensue

by

it

The

recom-

reason

1

more

this.

ceiving about $5,25 for 8 hours work, 6
days in a week. They asked for a daily
wage of approximately $8 for a 6 hour
day and a 5 day week. They had no expectation that this demand would be
granted, it was but a pretext covering
their real purpose.
Ihey struck not

in
fact tor higher
wages and shorter hours, but they struck
against the government of the United

States, struck for the soviet, struck in
the hope of aiding in placing the red
flag above the star spangled banner. In
their ignorance they over-estimated the
strength of that disorderly element of
which the most of them are a part, and
vastly under-estimated the strength of
our
sturdy and patriotic citizenship.
President Wilson has taken an early, firm
and

tenable stand

coal strike. The

reference to this

in

department has sent
troops to various points where rioting
may be started, the Attorney General
has invoked the law, and Massachusetts
has spoken for the conservative and lawabiding people of the entire nation. The
coa. strike will fail utterly and miserably,
but lie Bolshevistic spirit which actuated
war

the sinkers and their leaders will survive
and smolder, ready lo flame for destruction

whenever

opportun tv may
We should not forget that..

come.

FOREIGN GOODS IN THE U. S.
The
merce

that the traffic

San Francisco Chamber of Comhas pubbshed some very signifi-

somewhat startling figures,
in
July 1918 that port received goods from
cant and

Japan of the value of $1,075,000, while in
July 1919, the receipts wire $10,156,000.
In July 1918 the receipts horn China were
$868,000 anc in July 1919 they were S1,438,000. The labor cost of these imports
is, on an average, about one-fifth of what
it would he in the United States. Japan
anJ China do not fix the selling price of
these goods on a cost and reasonable
profit basis. The consumer pays a price
for the goods which is practically on a
parity with that of American made goods.
We do Dot know how the foreigners and
the importeis divide the profits. It will
be seen by toe above figures showing the
receipts at only one of our ports that
oriental competition is growing and rapidly gaining momentum .n the United

Parties to

suppress

Miss Gladys Young entertained eighyoung friends at her home
Saturday, Nov. 1st, it being her fifteenth

Delicious

games.
served.

WHITE’S

refreshments

were

Winterport.

CORNER.

B. Jewett has purchased
tractor for use on his farm.
C

a

Fordson

Holiis RobertBon of Searsport visited
at C. H. Libbey’s a few days recently.
F.

P. Clements

was

The amount of A. L. Blaisdell’s apple
crop is over 2,500 barrels instead of 1,500
stated recently.

as

and

Mr.

Mrs.

G.

L.

Winterport visited at
Sunday, Nov. 2nd.

Clark

of West

C.

Jewett’s

B.

Smith of Bangor has been
a guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Neaiey for several days.

If the

C. C.

Clements,

Mrs. C. B. Jewett and

Mrs. G. H. York attended
No.
29th.

the prevention
Andrew Jack-

the

Waldo Pomona

in

a

meeting of

Burnham

Oct.

the meeting of the Maine teachers’

asso-

ciation in Portland.

oring to take steps
of doing things.

The lively paper mill town of Millinocket isn’t 25 years old yet, although it
has more people and larger valuation than
some of the Maine cities and about everything a city has. The first bride to come
to town gave a party last week m honor
of the 20th anniversary uf the wedding.
J. J. Mahone, a civil engineer, was on the
ground when the place was a wilderness
back in 1898, and as soon as there was a
suitable place to live brought his bride
there. Their daughter, one of the first
children born in the new town, helped
entertain the guests.

We have

infantile way

Food Administrator, Mr.

a

Hoover; we have a Sugar Equalization
Board; we have a War Trade Bureau; we
have a Bureau of Markets;

have

we

a

Federal Trade Commission; we have laws
which penalize hoarding and profiteering;
we

have

an

Executive whose duty is to

that these laws are enforced; we have
a Secret Service to make investigations;
we have a U. S. Attorney General whose

see

Harry Wood, Ella Bowler and
Molly Bangs attended the teachers’ convention in

duty is to prosecute those who violate the
IF
KNEW
law; we have a U. S. Bureau of Efficiency; |
Thousands of Children Suffer from Worms
and, we have a Sugar Shortage. It seems
and Tneir Mothers Do Not Know
rather strange that there should be neither
What the Trouble Is.
steam nor electric power in shops where
so much expens ve official machinery has
of
worms are: Constipation, sour
Signs
been installed.
Inasmuch as the readers
of The Journal are intelligent people, we stomach, deranged stomach, swollen updo not feel that it is necessary to say any per lip, offensive breath, hard and full
belly with occasional gripings and pains
more on this subject except to add that
it is announced by Canadian officials that about the navel, pale face of leaden tint,
the Dominion has sufficient sugar to sup- eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
ply its needs until next year’s crop be- itching of the nose, itching of the rectum, short dry cough, grinding of the
comes available.
teeth, little red points sticking out on the
tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever:
Insurance against accident and illness,
Mrs. II. N, Roberts, 502 Asylum street,
free to all employes, has been taken out
Flint, Mich., used Dr. True’s Elixir for
by the Rumford Falls Light and Water her little
baby girl when she was sick.
Co., the Rumford Fal's Realty Co., the Mrs. Roberts wrote to Dr. J. F. True &
Rumford Falls Power Co., the Oxford
Co.: “My littie girl is cured of her worms”
Paper Co., and the Maine Coated Paper And in a letter later wrote:
“Baby is fine
Co., of all of which Hugh Chisholm of and I think it was your medicine <Dr.
Portland is president. This is in addition
True's Elixir, the Family Laxative and
to life insurance already carried by these
Worm Expelier) that helped her.” If
corporations for the benefit of their op- your child is ill start
giving Dr. True’s
eratives.
It is a voluntary benefaction
E ixir at once.
Buy Dr. True’s Elixir at
on the part of the corporations.
dealers. Three sizes.

The Perfection is safe, quick, odorless—creates no
Burns 10
soot or dust—easily filled and re-wicked.
hours

Mrs. Fred N. Flye has returned home

Massachusetts, where she has been
for an operation upon her throat.

Josephine
from

Maker has

she

Saturday evening, Nov. 1st, in spite
inclemency of the weather, 60
people from the church and parish met

,

of the

|

j

MAINE CENTAL RAIL

readings by Prof. Harry Woods, Mrs. A.
M. Small and Caroline Turner, and music
by the Banton brothers was listened to
with much

BF

interest,

after which James
Libby, in behalf of the church and parish, extended a vote of thanks to Mr.

had matters all

war we

our

market,

home

our own

and found

foreign market for everything

an
we

Phillips, showing their appreciation of
his kindness in filling the pulpit for them
during the summer. We consider we

a

Belfast, depart,
Cilypoint,

Waldo,

KNOX.
Several
ern

hunting parties

are

Does
was

a

Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,

Sleep ?

in North-

Maine.

Josehp Philbriek of Marr

a

recent

Unity,
Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,

dry cough, keep

Bangor,

aveake ?

m c\\

Clinton,

Fairlield,
Wa terville,
Portland,
Boston, p. m

guest at J. Webb’s.
John Inghram is having
wired for electric lights.

Kemp's Balsam

his buildings

All

the schools have been closed for
two weeks’ vacation, except in the Ken-

Will stop the tickle that make.

ney Dist.

snhjpet fl
popular wi;h Scot....

Bailey and Miss
Nickerson were recent guests at

A. S. Bailey’s.

Bangor,
Fairlield,

CO1 r.psr

Clinton,

••

Burnham, leave,
Winner. L,
Unity,
Thorndike,
Knox,

■

Berry,

Mrs. B. L.

fe

Aborn, Miss Eunice Chase and Miss Clara
Bean attended the teachers’ convention
in Portland.

"Well,” said B >t

=y.
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TO BELFAST

CUAPmiTEED

Helen Curry, Blanche and Ina Giggey
are working in the
apple canning factory
n Brooks.

Abbie

EUR WHAM

FROM BEI.FASI

fortunate in getting so able a
man and we sincerely
hope he may be
with us another summer.
Mrs. Edith
\'ose furnished refreshments.
were very

1

r

:,c

a

Brooks,
Waldo,

1

Citvpoint.

Belfast, anive,

i

7.00
6.40

|

7.(6

1
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8.40
;; 70
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i
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id
9,45
fo. 33
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Fare from Belfast to Boston
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pa
D. C. IK) l’U LASS,
General Manager, IVrtl

duced.

Battles

Of
him.
tieula
that he
wants them,
as if he stood
the oven door.”

way

Lay

con-

ditions enormously increased the price of
labor and of everything which labor pro-

bet

a

on

rolling ’em v/ith |

“Yes. that’s the beauty
National Biscuit Company products
—they are always ready—night and
day—and always fresh. Their readi

the fields of France,
Belgium and Italy are over now, and we

facing

United

We

on

trade

a

States

friends.
c

A7JD

and after July I, p.19, ::
necting ut Burnham and Watei
tlauuith trams lor aim from It.,
terville, Portland ami Boston
dait ■. except Sunday, as follea
(.'ii

fFlag station.
eStops to leave passengers.

eager
had to

This and other wel. known

spare.

are

1.7 AST

f

It is aiso true that it is success-

States.

in

Oil Heaters

has been visiting her daughters the past
two months.

dormitory to greet Mr. F. F. PhilThe evening was spent very pleasA short program consisting of

use.

PERFECTION

returned

‘Concord, Mass,, where

Over 3,000,000 in

kerosene.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

James Palmer, Jr., and Mrs. Palmer
from Vassalboro spent the weeK-end recently with Mr. Palmer’s parents in the
village.
home

gallon of

Use SO CO MV kerosene for best results

fully competing for and lessening our
trade in manufactured articles wherever
we and they have a foothold.
During
the

on a

from

WOTHERSJNLY

your

when and where wanted.

Portland.]

George Turner is going to open a shoe
store in Lottie Vose’s building.
He will
also do shoe repairing.

Robertson, teacher of lips.
Winterport school, attended antly.

son, Grover Cleveland or Theodore Roosevelt would have considered that endeav-

—

Prof.

Gertrude

West

The portable Perfection Oil Heater brings cheery
warmth to every part of every home—instantly, when
needed—without bother
requires no cleaning up
amount of heat desired
the
Gives
afterwards.
just

Willard Sparrow is at home fora few
days.

at the

Mrs.

A Friend In the House

FREEDOM.

Mrs.

Miss DoriB

the league will
matters of in-

an

O^/Siir P. PALMiR
AN3 1W:^ 313M5RS

caller at Eben

a

Clements in Hampden Sunday, Ncv. 2nd.

power of the league was to be invoked
for suppression, why did not the H. C. P.
Item “£” of the same Article
say so?

was

Sold By

birthday. Miss Young is a senior in the
Liberty High school and very popular
with the young set. She was the recipient of many useful and pretty gifts
The afternoon was spent with music and

in women and

says: “The members of
endeavor to take steps in
ternational concern for
and control of disease.”

Kingsbury of

Robert

teen of her

on

that traffic?

in New Jersey.

attend the State Teachers’ Convention.

under supervised agreements, or, does it mean that
it is the purpose of the High Contracting

protracted coal strike are appalling,
but there is something involved which is
sinister and dangerous than
The striking miners had been re-

mean

children is to be carried

a

much

man

Miss Izora Duncan, Miss Ella Greeley,
Edwin Martin, Mrs. Jessie Luce
and Albert Barnes went to Portland to

years experience is at your service and
your letter held in strict confidence.

business will be

Mary Kent Davey and her mothBoston, where they will

Mrs.

crippled, because the transportation of
raw materials and manufactured products
PIFFLE.
will be inadequate, and the minor indusArticle 23, item “c” of the League of
tries will be obliged to suspend operations
and the big industries will be compelled Nations says: “The members of the league
will entrust the league with the general
to curtail their output.
Theie will also I
of agreements with regard to
be difficulty in delivering the necessities supervision
the traffic in women and children, and
of life to tbe people in many parts of the
the traffic in opium and other dangerous
country, and following all this there wil]
drugs.” Just what does this mean? Does
inevitably be thousands of workmen
which will

111

have returned home.

poleon St, Fremont, Ohio.
Such annoying symptom? as heat
flashes, nervousnsss, backache, headache, irritability and “the blues,“may
be speedily overcome and th« system
restored to normal conditions by this
famous root and herb remeay Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
If any complications present themselves write the Pinhham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass., for .uggestions how to
overcome them.
The result of forty

kind have here and there

consequences

.f V

have been visiting the past
two weeks with Rev. H. W. Abbott,

i reel Detter and
sureiy proven to De.
stronger in every way since taking it,
and the annoying symptoms have disapMrs. M. Godden, 925 Napeared.

Already its effect is being manifested in
shortage of soft coal. One manufacturing plant in this state was forced to
shut down early last week because coal
ordered for its use and in transit by rail
was held up by the government.
Inci-

of

.1

Bath, whq

ral run

was

s

Lawrence and

and

mended to me as the
best remedy for my
troubles, which it

a

anxious to work who will be idle.

111II

brother, Donald Mathieson.

MIC

incident to that

pound

strike is still in force but the expressed
opinion is that the end is not far off.

two

11

James Mathieson of Rangeley spent a
few days in town recently, with his

down conaition, so
it was hard for me
to do
my work.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Com-

are still out and the output of steel manufactures is still below normal. The coal

or

UUU

es, nervou
was in a g

weeks very few
smaii strikes have been reported. The
steei strike is lost although many men

month

a

change—heat flash-

Within the last two

a

M

has

Mrs. Wyman Tibbetts has sold he
home to L. F. Hurd, he buying it for

six years of age and
toms

STRIKES.

for

Safety

in

Fremont, O.—“I was passing through
the critical period of life, being fortv-

In advance,
Subscription Terms
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

out

time,

have gone to
pass the winter.
er

and Comfort.

one

dents of this

I

who has been i

Sylvester,

in Belfast for some

returned home.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Bertha

working

are

ompetition and

has

war

in

allies,

no

no

real

already meeting oriental
soon

we

shall meet the

competition of Germany, France, England, Belgium and every other industrial
country of the world. One need not be a
prophet to foresee that present American
prices for commodities and for labor cannot much longer be maintained either by
the craft and graft of capital or by strikes
for shorter hours and higher wages.

tt*jr
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112 Millions

HILL’S
.49^.

CASCAR/
Standard cold
—in tablet
w

^

QUININE
for 20 years

remedy
form—safe, sure, no
opiates—breaks up a cold in 24
hours—relieves grip in 3 days.
Money back if it fails. The
genuine box has a Red
with
Mr.
Hill’s
k top
picture.
At All Drug Storm*
k

k

Copyright 1919
>y R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

r

ROLLING
about

joy smoke

joy

own

us

a

grip! For, take it

flavor,
life

as

k

your

as

STORED

CARS

-■■•;■.-»r»

r

the national

your

used last year*
to KILL COLDS

w!W->y

R1

■

k

li

which the

cigarettes

sideline
at any

as

with Prince Albert is
you

ever

just

carried around in

angle,

you never got such quality,
fragrance and coolness in a makin’s cigarette in your
every “P. A. home-made” will present you!

Prince Albert puts new smokenotions under
It’s so
your bonnet 1
delightful rolled into a cigarette—-and, so easy to roll! And, you just take
to it like you been doing it since
away back! You see, P. A. is crimp cut
and a cinch to handle ! It stays put—and
you don’t Jose a lot when you
start to hug the paper around the tobacco!
You 11 like Prince Albert in a jimmy pipe as much as
you do in a homerolled cigarette, too! Bite and parch are cut out
by our exclusive patented
process. You know P. A. is the tobacco that has led three men to smoke
pipes where one was smoked before. Yes sir, Prince Albert blazed the
way. And, me-o-my, what a wad of smokesport will ripple your
way
every time you fill up!

Cheap
Awaiting your
find toppy red

say-so,

you 11

hags, tidy red
tins, handsome pound and
half pound tin humidors—
and—that classy, practical
pound crystal glass humidor
with sponge moistener top
that keeps Prince Albert in
such perfect condition !

j

rate for

Call and

the winter.

see us now.

j

The Banks Garage

)
|

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Company

”

Visit the Kiddies' Shop

Winston-Salem, N. C.

FOR GOOD VALUES
Chunk Street, Next Door to National Hank.
GEORGIE E. HALL.

For

For Sale
slabs at $2.50
at $1.00

a

a

cord and sawdust

cord while

they last.

At Milton Hills’

Mill,

Upper Bridge, Belfast.

^

24tf

Sale

Modern village house in Morrill, Maine,
| eight rooms, stable and hen house, two
acres land, fruit trees and garden tools.
Will sell furVillage water in house.
Also tarm and
nished or unfurnished.
land in Waldo for sale.
Property of the
late Kranklin Wentworth.
Apply to
NETTIE E. HASKELL,
231 Cumberland Avenue,
4 1
Portland, Maine

|

33 Main Street
Will do family washing and
deliver.
Reasonable prices, m
and good work.

Open Mondays, luesdays. Iluirv

[ridays and Saturday"
until 8 o'clock.

C. W'. Lancaster.
tf3S

Catarrh
:

Ku

Oi.e Ireatmcnt

is

Can

PkosPhi/r.

vanishes
ll.ai ah Suffciers

Alvah

Kely Ipon.

his father, Vs

to

Clark,
sciatica,

fering from
proved.
G.

today.

WTard

the air of Hyomei and let it rid
catarrh and chronic head colds; it
s such quick relief that all who use it
he first time are astonished.
hiei is* a pure pleasant antiseptic,
is breathed through the nose and
si
deep into the head and lungs; it
vs the sore inflamed membranes, reswelling and quickly heals ali in-tUie

Ward

C

were

ONLY MEDICINE
HUE FROM RUT

lately visited

B. Ward.

in.

Mrs Jennie

drive catarrh and all
ousting symptoms from your sysihe shortest possible time, go to
ruggist and ask for a Hyomei outwant

vou

Ward of Brewer

who has been sufis

somewhat im-

of Frankfort and F.

L.

Extraordinary Success which

visitors in Belfast

busiusss

“Fruit-a-tlves” Has Achieved

Oct. 30th.
Mrs.

Lovina

Portland

of

Thompson

One

recent visitor of Mr. and Mrs. H.

was a

is

F.

E.

and

Harding

daughters

Phyllis and Maxine of Brewer spent the
week-end with Mr and Mrs. Ira Ward.

nation.

suffer another day with catarrh;
ease is dangerous and often enus in
option. Start the Hyomei treatNo stomach dosing, no
today.
or douches, no dangerous urugs or
Just
,cs.
Absolutely harmless.
it—that’s all. At A. A. Hawes
sand leading druggists everywhere.
t

Iie

Mrs.
W.

session.

Clara

was

Nov.

ored

and Mrs.

and

F.

Mrs.

New

to

50c.

York,

returned

their

daughters
Maria Rainey.

Oct. 31st.
Misses Pearl Chase, Olive Hatch

The remains of Miss N

!

who

passed

away

Mary Crockett and daughter, Miss
a of Seattle, Wash., spent several

|

is

parents, Mr. and Mrs. George

elder.
<;ies Stevens, Millard Roberts, Milrtis, Fred McKinley and Hattie E.
ley, with their local leader, Miss
M<_ Kinley, attended the Boys’ and
Club meeting held at Belfast, Oct.
Hattie E. McKinley won
d 25th.

championship

■y
a

club held

orn,

one

on

one

first in

The

canning.

second

honor in

poultry,

one

sec-

pigs, one second in potato in senior
In the junior class, one second and
rd in poultry.

box,

,

R.

Heagar,

Oct. 28th at

the ad-

Merton

I

new

Haley,

the

undertaker,

A.

P.

Moore visited

Mr.

was

and

Mrs. F.

by

of Mrs. Bowen for

large number of people.

She was

has

a

friends in

F. Palmer have

Mrs. Emma Levenseller
a

was

Bcynton, Liberty, to Ralph
Reynolds, Unity'; land and buildings

re-

Randall’s Point, 3-Mile Out Island, and
their friends made merry over the “wild
scheme.” The four men are now laughing
at their

friends, for last week nearly 8,000
fat pollock wandered along and into the
weir, with the result that the men cleaned

up almost enough to pay for the weir.
The fish ran about 30 inches, from 15 to
18 pounds each and when the 120,000-odd
pounds is split., salted, and dried, will sell
for $9 a quintal.

few days.

et

als.,

to Russell S.

Reynolds, do.;

buildings

The Goodall Worsted Co. of Sanford is

/o

*

bign of Service

Motor

Gasoline

A wide variety of
mixtures is being
sold under the

is to buy from the
dealers listed below. They sell
only SOCONh

name“gasoline.”
I he best way to
be sure that the

buy

—uniform, pure,
powerful. Look
for the Red,

up to

White and Blue

quality standards

So-CO-ny Sign.

you

measures

took

the

wicked

5

T he Sign of a
Reliable Dealer

and the World’s
Best Gasoline

W.

Ilsley,
buildings in
Robert P.

|
I

5c

44,

SO DOES THE PRICE!

A little high!
Rather a nice criticism. I thought.
The barber snapped
out the cylinder, reloaded the weapon
and passed silently into the back-

in Free-

et

al.,

China,
Palermo;

land

horseback wearing moccasins, wide
black trousers, red or pink shirts,
their black hair secured by scarlet
bands about their foreheads.—Scribner’s Magazine.

and

Palermo.

Coombs, Belfast,

to

Abbie

buildings in

L.

M.

Bryant,

et

ai.,

Hartford, Camden;

Belmont,

to

:

land in Bel-

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
Commonwealth Ave. and St. Paul Si.,
Boston, Mass.
Hew subscript ons received at this office.

Brings the Best Into Co-operation.
It is no wonder that many are finding
the new med'c.nal combination, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, before eating, Peptiron, a
real iron tonic, after eating, and Hood’s
Pills as needed, remarkably effective as a
course of treatn ent for giving
vitality,
vigor and vim, and increasing strength
and endurance.
Among the medicinal substances that
this combination orings into co-operation
are s-ch cleansers, tonics and digestives
as sarsaparilla,
iron and pepsin,
nux,
whose great merit has been fully established
Goo: results from such a combination,
in casts amenable to treatment, seem to
be among the “inevitables.” The combinat.on is especially recommended for
those who are rundown, whose blood is
poor because of impurity or lack of iron,
whose nerves are weak or unstrung, livers .orpid or sluggish.
Try it.

CITY GARAGE
F. W. CURTIS & SON
HALL-ELLIS HARDWARE CO.

V HARDING & RACKLIFFE
LORD & CO.
READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.
WINDSOR HOTEL STABLE
1 MASON co-

COSTELLO M. WILLIAMS

LIBERTY

WALTER A. YOUNG

MflRRII I

GEORGE L. EDMUNDS
CHARLES MESERVIE

Healthy Children, Happy
and full of Joyful Life

J. F. VICKERY

NORTH PORT

c- °- dickey & co.
C. E. PERKINS

SEARSMONT

v- A- summons & co.

SEARSPORT

c. o. sawyer & co.

NORTH SEARSPORT

ERED E

STOCKTON

|
j

j
j

i

!

|

;

j

Potato Diggers
Silos

Ensilage

C°'

W A LDO

NICKERSON & DAMM
FRED E. I ITTLEFIELD

Harvest Baskets
Gasolene

Cutters

Wood

Farm Boilers

J
i

Grain Threshers

1

Bean Threshers
Fan Mills
Corn Shellers
Cider Mills

I Experiment?
Voul* good
not

Get

buy
our

money

better

prices,

!

can-

goods.

nou\

Kenda’l and '--Vhitney
Portland, Maine

Engines
Sawing

Machines
Hay Presses
Ice Tools
Ice Plows

Sleds
Etc., Etc.

HUMPEEE
Rem.-Ik
The full list cf Dr Bum; k
for
ts the in-" :s of
internal and external un
amilies for nearly every aiV'v.t from Irvancy
o old ago—described in Dr Humphreys’ Manual
mailed free.

iL

want to
and
stop them from getting fretful and feverish.
Get an inexpensive package of good,

Celery King
at your druggists today. Brewr a cup of
delicious tea anc give to the children as
directed.
You’ll like it yourself, too, for it not
only purifies the blood, but keeps stomach, liver and bowels in first-class shape.
Drink a cup every other night for three
weeks and your whole being will be filled
with the joy of living. It’s simply splendid.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW YORK

Sfifeartns

Shooting Eight 11

[7

For sale

Good—

Saves YOUR time digging up the hatclict to split crdinarv

squash, removing seeds and fibre; cleaning and washing.
My— Such Pies as it Will Make And More of Them!"
**

—

This has been proven by test.
Patronize the best friend you have in your neighborhood,
the grocer who sells SUPERBA Squash and the dozen and one
other SUPERBA Vegetables, Fruits, Berries, Teas and Cotiee
that comprise the superb SUPERBA Food Products.
not Buy By The Case, assorted?
Millikeu-Tomlinson Co.. Portland, Maine
SUPERB for your Table.
SUPERBA on the Label:

Why

—

_V/i*

by druggists everywhere.

4

919^
•'

'f/M

l>

lIllM

^NE®cSoaiJi|\

HUMPHREYS
HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and Ann. Streets New York

Repatriating Prisoners.
BBa——B— ——

B—I aB—SH———M——EBMSmMP—gVSX

li'i'

[/

t—

Quarries,
Factory
Locations,
Mill Sites,

Farms,

Sites for Summer
Hotels and

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring!to
make a change in location for ainew
start in life.

Undeveloped
Power,

Unlimited RawMaterial
AND

Good

6Ammunition H

'/^

15. Rheumatism, Lumbago
10. Fever and Adue, Malaria
17. Piles, Blind, .Bleeding Internal. External
19. Catarrh. Influenza. Cold in Head
20. Whooplnd Coudh
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throut. Quinsy
77* Grip, Grippe, La Grippe

Water
LOOK FOR
THE RED BALL
TRADE MARK

/.

4. Diarrhea < f Children and adults
7. Coukk-i. Colds, Bronchitis
8. Toothache, Faceache Neuralgia
9. Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough. Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.

open

I old-fashioned vegetable

•y

1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
2. Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants
1

Dry-Firm-Tasty. Altogether
Always Ready.

'1'

FOR

a.

S Q UAS HP

#

PARTIAL LIST

you

stinson

W. C. HASKELL & CO.

SWANVILLE

Do this for the kiddies if
JI keep
their tender little bowels

J

|

pThupperRY

NOW

conn-1

EVERETT A BANKS

ISLESBORO

package

THE FLAVOR LASTS

r.'d-stoek-j

BELFAST

pkRcy e. peavey

a

high.”

Americanism in the Making
Almost anything you can think of. It
Is said, can he seen somewhere in that
mont.
long, erratic histuric street that s.rays
The Belfast Water Co., Belfast, to The
upward from the point of Manhattan
Belfast Water District, do.;
land and
island, cutting across the streets and
buildings in Belfast and Northport.
avenues of the world's largest city
Jesse F Yeaton, Knox, to Ida M. Yea- ; at its own sweet will.
Something once
seen there by Mr. J.
ton, et al.; land and buildings in Knox.
B. Kerfoot. the
author of Broadway, indicates that
Hanson Ezekiel Booth by, Los Angeles,
Calif., to Manley Haydn Boothby, do ; the enterprise, the daring and adaptability to new conditions that were
land in Jackson.
characteristic of the early settlers In
America are still characteristic of tBe
DO YOU LIVE WITH YOUR FAMILY?
people who are crossing the Atlantic
to our shores in the twentieth cenThe Youth’s Companion is published
tury.
for those families who purpose to live
One day. says Mr. Kerfoot, 1 saw an
togethe., work together, play together
Italian peasant woman, fresh landand read together. The editors believe
that a united family means a united naed from the steerage and dressed in
tion.
all the fete-day regalia of her native
It is surprising how many stories—over
province, chase a Broadway car for
250—are printed in the 52 weekly issues.
half a block in front of the post ofj
member
of the family will enjoy
Every
fice.
She caught up with it from be
Charles
B
reading
Hawes’ sena:. l he
hind when it stopped at Park place,
Son of a “Gentleman Born,” in 10 chapand failing to notice the entranceway,
ters, beginning in an early issue, and the
0 Gther serial stories by Elsie Singmaster
grasped the brake handle of the rear
and others
platform, threw a sturdy,
New subscribers for 1920 will receive:
inged leg over the rail, and swung her-i
L
The Youth’s Companion—52 issues
self aboard with tin- satisfied air of!
in 1920.
having successfully surmounted one of I
2. All remaining weekly 1919 issues.
the early difficulties of the new
3. The Companion Home Calendar for
try.
1920.
Broadway smiled, collected her fare,
All the above for $2.50.
4.
McCaL’s Magazine for 1920, $1.00— and went on about its business.—
the monthly fashion authority. Both pubYouth’s Companion.
lications for only $2.95.

SO iONY MOTOR GASOLINE

EAST BELFAST
NORTH BELFAST

package
during the war

j

■

DEALERS W HO SELF

c a

j

peared in the dust.
“It’s a good gun,” said the puncher,
handing it hack, “only it shoots a little

Ethel

changing ils luel system from coal to oil.
Tanks with about 600,000 gallons capacity
are being erected.

SOCONY
gasoline

in

Greenwood, Brooks;

land and

pulicher

package
before the war

B. Ward, Unity, to E. B.
Hunt, j
ground.
My impression was that he
do.; land in Troy.
Merton Haley was in Bangor Nov. 1st
was avoiding some questions on
my
Frank L. Cbase, Unity, to Orrin J. |
to get the remains of Martha Goldsmith,
part relative to Kansas City had men;
Murray et al., do.; land in Unity.
but I may have been wrong.
who died at the State Hospital.
Nathaniel J. Pottle, Howard, R.
We began to fly through the level
I„ and
Mrs. Bertha Nealley entertained the
Luville J. Pottle, Belfast, to Lena A. ground,
perspectives on all sides dotWhist Club Oct. 29th. A very delight- W
ilson, Belfast; land and buildings in ted with peaks upon which clouds
ful afternoon was spent.
Mrs. E. C.
rested.
Belfast.
Suddenly along the trail apDickey won first prize, Emma Twombly,
peared an altogether amazing, unLena A. Wilson, Belfast, to Luville J.
second; Grace Ritchie, third.
Pottle, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. looked-for, almost unbelievable spectacle—two Indians jogging along onBerton E. Coombs,
to Gardiner

Edith

1 he

E.

dom.

Ida

C*

The

What do you

a

5c

balanced it in the palm of his hand,
twirled it around on his forefinger,
and then brought it to bear upon a
tin can lying in the road about 20
feet away. Bang' The can leaped into
the air.
It rolled five feet
Bang!
farther along.
Again it flew
Bang!
into the air and rolled.
It
Bang!
rolled again.
Bang! The can disap-

land and buildings in Brooks.
Orrie E. Worth, Unity, to Ralph E.

M. Coombs, do.; land and
Belfast.

rP1

gun

Freedom.
Harold M. Robinson, Yonkers, N.
Y.,

the guest

extremely lovable and unselfish womMrs. Lizzie York spent a wreek recently
an whose rare qualities will be long reat her old home in East Monroe.
membered.
I
Mrs. Laura Dickey has returned from
“None knew her but to love her,
! the E. M. G. Hospital, Bangor, and is at
None named her but to praise.”
! E. C. Dickey’s for a few weeks.

on

in K. C., Mizoo.
think of it?”

and

Freedom.

an

Four Eustport men in the spring invested several thousand dollars in a new weir

legs; opportunity, also, to observe at
close range a bronzed, dark-haired
cow-puncher who had paused on his
mustang to observe the train.
The
barber approached him
confidently.
“Neighbor,” he said. “I bought a

Cross, Lincolnville, to Michael
Amy B, Delehanty, Malden.
Mass.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
Christine Cushman, Taunton,
Mass.,
to Ralph E.
Reynolds, Unity, land and
buildings in Freedom.
Gertrude B. Cayford, China, to
Falph
E. Reynolds, Unity; land and
buildings in
F.

Sarah J.

turned from their wedding trip.

a

Frankfort^

Abbie

Portland recently.

held at her late home, the residence of
Mrs. Granville Shute, and was attended

to dawn why the barber
said that the men we had seen driving cattle back in Kansas would be
pleased to have been called cowpunchers.
The trip at once began to assume a
new interest, and when the mine barber came back on the platform I eyed
him with something of that reserve
with which one contemplates a deceitful man.
But nothing could penetrate his drawling sang-froid.
At
a
tank station farther along
there was opportunity to stretch o<ur

Caroline Clark,
Lincolnville, to Abbie
Cross, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
,

WRIGLEYS

beginning

rill.

ambulance.

Mrs.

to Eu-

Richards, Morrill, to Geo. h!
Erskine, do.; land and buildings in Mor-

trial size 25c.

EXTINCT

“You mean to say,” I began, “that
there are still real cow—”
But as
smiles were beginning to pass about
the platform I desisted, realization

Alonzo

MONROE.
i

ancv

$2.50,

YET

but This Traveler Tells of Meeting One.

Morison et al.,
Belfast, to
Dexter T. Clements, do.; land in
Belfast

from FKITT-A-TIYES
Limited, OGDFNSBURG, X. Y.

with Mrs.

were

(5 for

NOT

M«y Re Fewer Than Some Years Ago,

Clara A.

or

During their ab-

Cemetery

Harold Batchelder, who is leaching
non, recently spent the week-end

in

to their

| vanced age of 93 years, were interred
and Mrs. Berle Edwards of Boston here in the
family lot in Mapie Grove
ten days recently with their parents,
Oct 28th. The funeral
Mrs. F. B. Edwards.

a

At dealers

VV.

home here Oct. 25th.
sence

cently with relatives in town.

“Fruit-a-tives”

so

E.

Glenk of the
Trevett farm, so-called, who lately moMr.

Stevens were business visitors in

lion in Portland.

meeting

The next

the

all-day

an

with relatives there.

Morton.

nice Chase attended the teachers*

at

COWBOY

Treworgy, Lawrence, Mass.; land
and buildings in Searsmont.
Lewis Stubbs, Monroe, to
William E.
Roberts, do.; land in Monroe.
William E. Roberts,
Monroe, to Lewis
Stubbs, do.; standing lumber in
Monroe.
William F. Waldron,
Frankfort, to
Julia E. Waldron,
do.; land and buildings

These “Fruit Liver Tablets" are
Haley, who has been ! composed of tire medicinal
principles
spending several weeks with her son,
found in apples, oranges, figs and
has
Geo. W. Haley and family,
gone to
prunes, together with the nerve
Winchester. Mass., for an indefinite stay
tonics and antiseptics.
Mrs.

Frank Thorndike of Dixmont spent
days recently with her sister, Mrs.
Will Atnsden

entertained

Brown

12th in the evening at Mrs. L. C. Dow’s.

JACKSON.

and Mrs.

Walter

K. Club Oct. 30th

C.

wliv

reason

Searsmont,

gene P.

extraordinarily successful in
giving relief to those suffering with
Constipation, Torpid Liver, Indigestion, Chronic Headaches, Kcuralgia,
Kidney and Bladder
Troubles,
Rheumatism, Pain in the Back,
Eczema and oilier Skin Affections,
is, because it is the only medicine in
the world made from fruit juices.

A. Blanchard.
Mrs.

TRANSFERS IN REAL
ESTATE
The following transfers, of
real estate
were recorded in Waldo
County Regiatry
of deeds for the week
ending Nov. 6 19igIsrael W Parker,
Belfast, to Fred E.'
kills, do., land and buildings in
Belfast.
Mary E. Pattee, Belfast, to
Fred E.
Ellis, do ; land and buildings in
Belfast
William J. Gordon,

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding loca-i
tions are invited and will receive at-J.
tion when addressed to any agent*,
of the Maine Central, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

_PORTLAND, MAINE._

I

j

^

When hostilities ceased there were In the hands of their Teuton captors
millions of prisoners of war of all Allied countries, the terrible plight of
whom is well known to ail the world.
Hod Cross workers, carrying relief
supplies of clothing, medicines and supplementary foodstuffs, penetrated the
Central Powers as soon after the armistice as the military authorities would
permit, and the work of getting the prisoners started back to tlioir own counIn this photograph a groifp of these men are seen
tries was soon begun.
packed up and restored to something like normal health, awaiting the train
that will carry them out of bondage.

Among The Stan

The

Republican Journal

|

SPECIAL SESSION

The Legislature which convened Tuesday, Nov. 4, adjourned after a session of
Eleven Resolves were passed
five days.
the most important being the ratification
of the Susan B. Anthony amendment to
the Constitution of the United States,
giving the women the right to vote for
Presidential Electors, a Resolve proposing
the Constitution of
an amendment to
Maine providing for an income tax, and
a Resolve to furth r amend the constitution by providing for a bond issue for the
purpose of paying a bonus to Maine solSome
diers and sailors in the late war.
30 Acts were passed, among which the

An Act to provide
important
for an issue of State highway and bridge
bonds, an Act to provide for the building
of public wharves and port facilities, and
arc:

era] acts amending the laws relating
to the expenditure of highway funds. We
hope to be able to present our readers
sec

with the full text of all these Acts and
Resolves at an early date.

MEETING OF REPUBLICAN STALE
COMMITTEE
Tne Maine Republican State Committee
held a meeting in Augusta Monday even-

ing of this week A resolution was adopted authorizing the member of the State
committee from each of the several counties to recommend to the chairman the
names of women to be appointed to serve
town, county and State committees.
Decision was reserved as to time and place
of holding the next State convention and

on

decision was made

no

be named

as

to

who should

chairman of the convention.

as

Edwards of Shelbyville,
present at the meeting. Miss
Edwards is a
pleasing and energetic

Miss Betty J.

Ind.,

was

woman

and will act

national adviser

as

in the next campaign and her territory
will be New England.
SECRET
Alien

SOCIETIES.

Curtis, D.

L

D.

G.

Days.
Viola Dana, Thunday.

For one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS.
one inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms.
J2.00a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

most

“False Evidence” adapted from the
famous novel “Madelon” by Mary E.
Wilkins, is a story of the west—a gripping romance of the redw ods, giving
Viola Dana a role that reflects all her
vivid personality and dramatic powers.
The play tells the story of a primitive
clan, with traditions handed down from
generation to generation among which is
the custom of betrothal at birth. The
lirst girl to rebel at this is Madelon, but
her father, Sandy McTavish, is the strictest man in the settlement and it is his
boast that a McTavish never breaks his
word. How Madelon upsets this tradition and eventually marries the man she
loves, is forcefully shown in this play
that is filled with intense heart-appea
and which also sparkles with the inimitable humor of the little star. It is a
romantic drama] with a freshness that
breathes of the pine-scentei slopes of
California where the scenes for the play
are laid.
Also on Thursday, a laugh-provoking
Mack Sennett comedy and the Gaumont

M.,

was

in

Knights Tem-

Palestine Commandery,
Frank
Parker, commander,
plar, T
worked the Red Cross degree last WedA banquet was servnesdav afternoon.
ed at 6.30 and t e Malta and Temple degrees were worked at the evening session.

The officers of Phoenix Lodge, F. & A,
M., were installed last Monday evening
M. Allen L. Curtis, as folby D. b
lowM, Ralph D. South worth; S.
Read: J W., Raymond
W Norm :: A
treasurer, Charles R. Coombs;
B layer
secretary, Clifford J. Pattee; S. D., L. A.
H, H Coombs; S. S.,

Nichols, J. D.,

a

B.

Southworth;

The officers of Timothy Chase Lodge,
F. & A. M., were instated last Thursday
evening by Past Master Frank A. Bramhal! in the absence cf Allen L. Curtis,
Master of the
District Deputy Grand

Eighth

Masonic District, who

was

in

Wateri ine to attend the Masonic School
Instruction, assisted by Luther A.

of

Marshal and Walter II, LyChaplain. The officers are: J.

Hammons
ons

as

as

Earl Braiey, W. M.; Ralph A. Bramhall,
S. W.. Milton C. Stephenson, J. W.;
Frank E.
Bramhall, I reas.; Chas. E.

Johnson, Secty.; Waite; H. Lyons, Chap.;
Alton N. Johnson, Marshal; Harold Ladd,
S L).;John F. Sylvester, J. D; Wilbur
O. Colby, S. S.; Robert vV. Rollins, J. S.;
Refreshments
Eugene L Cook, Tyler.
'were

served.

WALDO STATION.
Mr. Writer Ilarding and sons threshed
for Mrs. Maurice Bailey last week and
also for Sidney Johnson.
Ivan L„ Bartlett, who recently lost his
buildings by fire, has bought the S. G.
Norton place in South Belfast.
Mr. S.dney Johnson is having the pipe
relaid ihat was put in last fall to bring
water from

a

spring for his house.

remove

Mrs. James Moore of Law
a part of
the season with Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Johnsoii, have bought the Harvey Cunningham place in Belfast.
ard

Mass., who have spent

What You Should Do—Most Successful and Economical Treatment.

are

purely vegetable.

Both rural free delivery carriers began
to make their trips by team Wednesday,
Nov. 5.

De

Mrs.

Annabelle Plummer

Mille

Tuesday,

F. F. Barden of South Monroe was in
town Sunday. His mother, Mrs. A. A.
Barden, returned with him for a visit.

was

a

cousin, Mrs. Amos Wilson, Saturday.
Judge and Mrs. Ellery Bowden were in
Belfast Tuesday of last week, theiformer
on professional
business, the latter to

busi-

caller in Portland several days re-

Tom Moore in ‘Just for Tonight” is
F. M. Forbes has gone to Massachuthe pleasing attraction for Saturday. It
provides the youna actor with a role that setts, where he will spend the winter
admirably fits his remarkable ralents.
with his daughters.
Theodore Whitney, Jr. iplayed by Tom
Capt. Norman R. Cook has gone to
Moore! is in love with a girl who chooses
to conceal her identity. When Whitney’s Newport, Me., where he will reside this
father commissions him to recover a
winter, returning to Brooks in the summissing mining stock certificate he meets
her and is so engrossed that he returns mer.
without the certificate, which meanwhile
Albert Webb, who has employment as
has fallen into the hands of a mysterious
section hand on the M. C. R. R. here, is
stranger. The girl, it develops, is Betty
Blake, niece of Major Blackburn, whose spending a week’s vacation up river,
home was recently the scene of a jewel j hunting.
robbery.
Betty meets the prowling
Miss Beatrice Bickford, formerly a B.
stranger and detectives suspect her. They I
H. S. student who now' resides in Banare ordered from the house when
they j
make known their suspicions to the ! gor, spent the week-end with Miss Jessie
Major.
Roberts here in the village.
Whitney, on learning that one of the
There was the usual large attendance
sleuths is to go to the Blackburn home in
the guise of a British
nobieman, induces at Crockett’s Theatre last Saturday eventhe detective to let him pose as Lord
ing and the 5-reel picture featuring the
Roxenham. Arriving at the Major’s home
great mOvie favorite, Miss Mae Allison,
Whitney, as Lord Roxenham, is suspect- in
“Castles in the Air,’’ one of her latest
ed by the butler, who
a woman

visit her aunt.
Mrs. A. W.

productions, was

of her best plays and
the entire audience were great in their
praise of her production. Don’t forget

j

i that

we can

Miss Viola

one

see

Dana,

all such pictures with
Bert Lytell, and other

favorites in the future

the management has secured some of the best productions that can be obtained.
Dance

Tom

Mix, Monday
“Hell Roarin’ Reform,” heralded as the
greatest western play yei produced, is

as

coming Monday. Another one of those i every Saturday night.
racy, thrilling Tom Mix pictures. Mr.
Mix introduces a lot of new "stunts” and !
I he News of Belfast.
just keeps you excited and guessing all
the time. Come along and don’t miss

this tine

The North Churcli Guild will meet next
Monday evening with Mrs. Charles Owen.

one.

Catherine

Calvert, Tuesday.

Miss Emeroy Ginn will be assistant hosEvery Guild member please make

The lady beautiful, Catherine
Calvert,
will appear in another of her
successes,
“Out of The Night.”
Mae

tess.

a special effort to be present and make
big meeting for the new president.

Murray, Wednesday.

a

It isn’t often we have the opportunity i
Messrs. Lewis H. and George O. Hart
of bringing to the screen productions so
full of heart, appeal, so full of pathos and and Lieut. Basil R. Allen returned Thurscomedy as “Danger—Go Slow.”
The day from their trip to Flagstaff with a
production makes cue of the best Mae handsome buck, which they shot near
Murray has had in some time and it will
Lieut. Allen and his fatherbring pleasure to those who see it Harmony.
in-law divide honors on the game as they
We nesday.
both shot at him, hut failed to find out

Veterans’

Meeting

in

who brought him down.
The buck is at
the Fogg market and is greatly admired.

Monroe.

The Waldo County Veterans met with
Ezra M. Billings Tost at Monroe Friday,
Nov. 7th. The meeting was not called
to order

in the. forenoon.

Dinner

Shaw. Mrs. Margaret A.

Niles and Miss Alice Bolan left Monday
of this week for Los Angeles,

Cal.,

to

William J. Adlington, D. D. S., who
was one of the first to enlist from here,
received his honorable discharge Oct. 16.

Adlington was in the U. S. Dental
Corps and crossed the ocean several times
attending to dental work on board the
transports.

York; response, Mr. Daniel
song, school children; recita-

Lizzie

Kimball;

tions, Lucy Parker, Elwyn Moody and
Arthur
iiuKB,

Littlefield;
:->amsn

song, Mrs. Nettie Bit-

ruin.

urreeung,

1st,
2nd and 3rd grades in village school; remarks, Miss S. A. Mansur; recitations,
Henry Moody and Basil Rieger; remarks,
I. F. Cook and Daniel Dickey; music,
oy

May J. Curtis; drill by upper grades in
the village school; reading, Mrs. Billings;
story, Mrs. Lizzie York; remarks, Augustus Clark and F. L. Palmer

Elden Vose

was

in Belfast

on

Tuesday

business.
C. H. Goodhue of Waterville called on

went to Belfast Tuesday

Ingraham,
shopping.

without

the electric

change,

grill.

The

Cooper

machine

Miss

:

family.

how

us can

for

tell when
our

we

nurse’s

help

and

seem

to have met her before that time.

much pleasanter it will

PROSPECT iERRY
Herman Avery of Brewer visited relatives here recently.

Mrs. Jennie Perkins and Miss- Elide
Littlefield of Penobscot were week-end
visitors with Mrs. Everett O’Neil.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Avery and twc
little daughters, Hilda and Anna ol
Sandypoint, were week-end visitors with
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Avery.
The funeral services of Miss Nancy
Heagan were held at the home of hei
niece, Mrs. Granvile Shute, Oct. 30th
Rev. A. J. Lockhart of Winterpori spoke
to the family in a very touching manner.
Miss Heagan had lived for more than 25
years with her niece, where she died and
she was tenderly cared for by all members of the family. She had always
lived an exemplary life and wa3 beloved
by all who knew her. She will be greatly missed by a large circle of friends.
She leaves to mourn their loss a nephew,
William Heagan of Frankfort; a niece,
Mrs. Shute, also several great nephews
and nieces. She was 93years old. Burial
was at Prospect.

selection for each cooking

at your

at

all

our

stores

$12

is

Company

Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hatch of Jackson

guests Sunday of Mrs. V. N. Higgins and H, M. Higgins.
were

1

Mr. and Mrs. George P. Higgins, wdio
have been guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Higgins, returned to their

—---

MORRILL.
Whooping cough is prevailing in town.

home in Bangor Sunday night.

Several children are sick with it.

George P. Higgins and Miss Dora Kenney of Bangor and Mrs. V. N. Higgins of
Thorndike passed Nov. 7 h with Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Higgins. It was “Bert’s” 80th
birthday. He was the recipient of birthday
cards galore, a box of candy, fruit and
cigars from friends in Newport; a box of
cigars from a young lady in Thorndike. A
dinner of rare excellence was served by
In the afternoon
his wife and daughter.
reminiscences of glad days and sad cays

Mrs. C. B. Knowlton and son of Liberty visited Mr. and Mrs. George Dow Nov.
The Ladies’ Aid held a very pleasant
! meeting with Mrs. Nathan Hunt last Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Overlock and family of S>outh Freedom were Sunday guests

ing car Saturday to spend a few days
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Hunt.
Annie M.

Mrs.

Simmons

expects to

close up her house this week and will go
to Boston and vicinity to spend the winter with her children, much to the regret
of her many friends in town.

and bi
and

of Belfast) and Mrs. Roscoe Cross of
Morrill, crossed the continent together to

son

home

with

sure

SWAN-WHITTEN CO.

meet their husbands in the West, Mrs.

friendship so pleasantly begun
Western trip.

Mrs.

on

Robertson spent

their

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis of Castine
visiting Mrs. Lewis' parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Llewellyn Mahoney.
Mr and Mrs. C. A. Sheldon and son
motored to Thomaston and Warren Sunday on a visit with relatives.
The Misses Blunt have closed their
cottage, The White Rock, and returned
to their home in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hart, who spent the
summer in
one of Mrs. George Elwell's
cottages, have returned to Rockland.

son

Expert Piano Tuning

the

172

High Street,

<•-.

Belfast, N aine*

Phone 12fi-4

It. Nealey and little
visited at the home of C. W. Nealey

Miss

46tf

FOUND

Louise Libby

came

A BUNDLE OF NEW UNDERWEAR.
The owner may have the same by prosing property and paving charges.
MRS. C. M KNOWLTON.
4t>
Tel. 134-3

from Bangor

short visit at her home here last

a

Friday.
Mrs.

J.

visited her

L.

Simmons of South Hope
A. R. Wellman, a few

brother,

Belfast Savings Bank

days last week.
Mrs. Julia White and Mrs. Hattie Clement attended

George Gilchrist passed away Monday
morning after an illness of two weeks,
although he had been in poor health for
some years.
He is survived by a wife
and daughter.

a

Notice is hereby given that Savings Rank

meeting of the Waldo

Rook No. 18,003, issued by this hank, has
been lost and application has be:n made for
a duplicate book according to laws regulat-

County Veterans in Monroe Nov. 6th.

|

F. P. Clements and family accompanied
by Mrs. C. M. Conant, were callers at
Percy Severance’s in Newburg Sunday.

ng issuing new books.
IVILMER J. DORMaN, Treasurer.

C. C. Clements, president of the Waldo
County Farm Bureau, was in Belfast
Monday to aiter.d the annual meeting of
! that organization.

Belfast, Nov. 10. 1919-3w46

j

C. B. Jewett

Agony

was

a

If the Person
that was seen to take an umbrella from
the Central Market Saturday, Nov. 10th,
will return it to the above market, and
pay for this adv. nothing more will be
Iw46‘
said about it.

business visitor in

Belfast Monday. He was accompanied
j by his son Bertrand and G. H. York, who
attended the Farm Bureau meeting.

j

The Winterport Fruit Growers’ Associa car of Northern Spies at

FOR SALE

! tion loaded

!

the station last

week,

DISTRIBUTORS

Annie Kelly of iSti
W''HEREAS
County of Waldo and State

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

Sunday.
for

valut

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
IVtORTGACE

Mr. and Mrs. E.

are

food

“T

CORNER. Winterport.

Gertrude

of finest flav

greatest

Cross stopping at Bois City, Idaho, Mrs.
Crockett continuing on to Seattle, and
through the years they have kept up the

port chapel Nov. 9th

Mustarine won't blister—it is
always
readv
for
use—it’s
grandmother’s oldfashioned
mustard
with
other
plaster
up-to-date pain killers added.
The best and quickest remedy in the
for
world
lameness, sore muscles, stiff
neck, cramps in leg, earache, backache,
headache and toothache.
Begy’s MHistarine—ask foi It by name.
Is
made
of
real, honest, yellow mustard—not cheap substitutes,
use it freely
to draw the pain from those sore feet—■
It’s great for
chilblains, too, and for
frosted feet.
Ask for and get Mustarlne
always in the yellow box.

your

FLOUR

and Mrs. Roscoe Cross. Thirty-five years
ago Mrs. Crockett (formerly Miss David-

taken
Belfast, for

Sore Throat Ended in Half the
Time It Takes Other Remedies.

in

Mrs. Mary Crockett and daughter Barbara of Seattle, were recent guests of Mr.

has

of Rheumatism and Gout, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Chest Colds and

Sake

William
Tell

of Portland

—

KILLS PAIN
IN 5 MINUTES

own

Mr. and Mrs. Dean and little daughter
came through in their tour-

We felt that this

NORTHPORT

Mrs.

Make it

Norman Cross, recently returned from
Germany, has secured a position on the
Boston police force, station 16

80tli birthday was the best one yet, and
all hope to meet again on Nov. 7, 1920.

s

Eat More Bread

of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowen.

In
rehearsed before the open fire.
the evening another social chat was held

by the firelight’s glow.

For Your Health

I

9th.

were

Mrs. Emma Luke has gone to Bucks-

port to keep house for Charles Delano.

two

H. M. Higgins.

week-end at her home in Swanville.

thankful

you

from

wish, for

the table.

Penobscot Bay Electric

Mrs. W. S. Libby and daughter Marie
of Unity passed Sunday w'ith her father,

Miss Elsie Whitmore has returned to
New York after a visit with her mother,
Mrs. Cleone Whitmore.

None of

at

you can serve
as

Mrs. Stella Small of Unity passed the
i week-end with H. M. Small and

WHITE’S

very

right

at

The price

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Palmer called on
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Higgins Nov. 8.

There were services at the East Northby Rev. C. H.
Martin of Belfast.

fort made.

just

Maggie Palmer passed Sunday

afternoon with Mrs. V. N. Higgins.

Savings Bank Building tomorrow, Friday,
afternoon from 3.30 to 5 o’clock and will
be glad to receive there any interested in

will be

you

you need it.

€jj There are four degrees of heat, always
operation.

threshing
grain for Mrs. Nickerson Monday,
was

The Red Cross Nursing Bureau will be
at home in the Red Cross room in the

We want everyone to meet
our public health nurse,
Miss Sadie M.
Nickerson, and see the room that has

long

as

as

THORNDIKE.

Cleone Whitmore
rooms in the Parker house,
the winter.

the work.

electric

the variety of delicious dishes
With it you can broil, fry, stew or toast,

three persons,

or

the

Mrs. Annie Devereaux visited relatives in Bangor and Rockland last week.

KNOX RIDGE.

grill will give

an

€J You will be surprised

Mrs. Elizabeth Perry spent a few days
approaching marriage of Miss
in Unity last week.
served to about 65 at noon hour in the Katherine C.
Quimby, a club member.
grange hall and a social hour with cigars The evening was spent with auction at
Mrs. George Patch has been quite ill,
but is much better.
for the men followed.
the three tables.
Supper was served at
The meeting was called to order at 1.15 11 p. m. from the card tables.
Miss Esther Mahoney visited at home a
The menu
few days this week.
p. m. by Tres. J. F. Trask. The records included lobster salad, hot
rolls, olives,
Miss Nellie Mahoney has gone to Casof last meeting were read and accepted. cake and coffee. Mrs. Norman A.
Read
tine, where she has employment.
It was voted to meet with the good people received the first
a
of
cards.
prize,
pack
Walter Dickey has returned from a
of North Searsport the first Thursday in Miss
Quimby, who invariably receives hunting trip up-river with two deer.
December. Prayer was offered by Chap- the
booby prize, broke her record and
Mrs. Hattie Mendall has been very
lain W. H. Kingsbury. Ten comrades were scored second best. The
consolation was sick again, but is now much improved.
present—a large number for the weather a delight to the bride-to-be and consistMr. and Mrs. Merle Huff are visiting
and traveling
The program: Singing ed of a handsome
relatives and friends in Hinckley and viarray of daintily decocinity.
America by school; address of welcome, rated
packages of useful toilet articles.
Mrs.

<| THEY KNOW that

Dr.

members of the Saturday Auction Club
last Friday evening at a shower in honor
of

secrets of

that,

Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee entertained the

was

good cook-

€J THEY KNOW that one of the
ing is a steady, even heat.
j

spend the winter.

|

brings
Lady' Roxenham to expose
him. The major orders Whitney to leave
the house before morning, but before he
does he proves the titled lady is not only
an
imposter, but a jewel robber, too, and
that the butler is her thieving assistant.

Electric Grill

1

Mrs. C. C. Clements and Mrs. L. E.
W'hite of West Winterport visited their

Miss Nichols, assistant teacher in B. H.
the week-end with friends in
Monroe.

as

WELL AS ANYONE WITH AN

and Mrs. F. M. Nickerson.

it

S., spent

Saturday

AS

COOK

YOU CAN

THAT

Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bartlett returned
a visit in Frankfort with Mr.

cently.

Quartet.”
I om Moore,

closed

c

Friday from

Miss Admah Emmons spent the weekend with Miss Vera Croxford of Monroe.

ness

“The

were

V.

Mrs. J. H. Thayer and daughter Margaret returned Saturday morning from a
stay in Lynn and Salem, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F. Spaulding of
Pittsfield were Sunday callers in town.

Do you have a feeling of general
E. D. Vose Friday.
weakness day in and out? Is your
Mark Whitcomb has moved to Freeappetite poor? Does your food fail
to strengthen you and your
sleep to dom, occupying Dr. Small’s house.
refresh ? Do you find it hard to do
Mrs. Everett Blanchard and family
or to bear what should be
easy? j visited at her parents in Montville SunHave your ordinary duties and cares
day.
become great Usks and burdens?
Several from here attended the Waldo
If so, take Hood’s Sarsaparilla—
this great medicine revitalizes the
Pomona at Harvest Union, Thorndike,
blood, gives vigor and tone to all the Tuesday.
organs and functions, and is unJ. W. Ingraham has electric lights in
equalled for those who are in any dea milking machine ingree debilitated or run down. Do not his buildings and
stalled in his barn.
delay treatment—begin it today.
To rouse the torpid liver and reguMrs. C. B. Ingraham and daughter,
late the bowels take Hood’s Pills.
Hattie Clark and Miss Elva

They

Lewis Atwood is the guest of his son,
L. C. Atwood and family of Eastport, for
ten days.

being Armistice Day.

Closed by singing, “God Be With You
Mrs. Abbie and Alma Hussey called on
Mrs. Sarah Littlefield and Mrs. Horace Till We Meet Again.”
Marden recently; also Mrs. Jane Fogg 1
We wish to extend thanks to Jessie
“Aunt Jane”
and Mrs. Walter Staples.
teacher
in the village
Cunningham,
and
retains her
is enjoying good health
for the fine program furnished by
school,
well.
will
She
be
faculties remarkably
her pupils.—A. Stinson, Sec’y.
90 years old in January, 1920.

ITthisyourcase?

Manley McAuliffe had his house wired
v,. S. Curtis last week.

for electricity by

me cause.

All schools

Cooks
Know

Thomas Carew has bought of C. R. Hill
residence on Washington street for a
home.
a

BROOKS.

|

Mr

Mrs. Horace Kneeland of Bangor spent
Friday with her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Nason.

^ The
Norwegian cod-liver oil nsed
in Scott’s Emulsion is super-refined
in our own American Laboratories.
Its purity and quality is unsurpassed.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield,NJ. 19-27

Friday evening the first number of the
course,

:

on

C. H. M. Club Friday afternoon.

three or four times daily
works wonders in building up
resistance.
Scott’s derives
its power to strengthen by
its power to nourish. Better
let Scott's Emulsion help

been fitted as an office for her use. Come,
and Jessie Cunningham;
F E. Littlefield has sold his store and Phyllis Haley
even if you can stay for a few minutes
Alfred
Stinson; recitations,
stock of .oods to Levi Stevens of Jack- remarks,
only and help to make this social hour
son, who will take possession some time Margaret Moody and George Varney; re- worth
while.
Everyone is more than
during the present month with Mr. R. marks, President Trask; recitation, Mar- j
welcome and will feel repaid for any efCrosby of Dover as clerk
ion Cronkhite; remarks, Alice Palmer and
rence,

Clifford Rand of Oldtown called
friends here Sunday.

scorn
EMULSION

Goodwin.

entertainment

Good

W. J. Adlington spent several days in
Rockland last week.

Mrs. Clara M. Merrill entertained the

Lila Lee, Friday, Matinee Only.
Lila Lee’s new photoplay, “Puppy
Love,” which is on view Friday, matinee
only, is a delightfully sweet story, the
development of which recalls the days of
youtn, the springtime of love of most of
us.
Miss Lee has a charming role which
she portrays convincingly, and she is
splendidly supported by Charles Murray,
the famous Irish comedian, and Harold

■

W

on a

News.

known

Northport last Saturday evening to inHe
spect Excelsior Lodge, F. & A. M.
was accompanied by Walter J. Lyons.

Robert Holt J. S., Dar
tyier, Lev P. Campbell

be Seen The Next

to

Joshua Treat, Jr., has been to Boston
business trip.

It is not enough that you
; stop the cough, you must go
: back of the effect and remove
| the cause. Thousands subject
to colds and coughs find that

Pub. Co,

A. 1. BROWN. Editor

THE

Few

WINTBRPORT

You Must Do More

Viola Dana, Lila Lee, Tom Moore, Ton
Mix, Catherine Calvert, Mae Murray,

Belfast, Thursday, Nov. 13, 1919
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Theatre

Colonial

Journal

The Republican

200 barrels of the

by her mortgage deed dated the Vv
dav of October, 1899, recorded in W
ty Registry of Deeds, Hook 258,
conveyed to Leonard F Motley tin
described proj erty.
Certain parcels of real estate
Stockton, in the Countyjof Wald*
Maine, bounded and described as
First, the lot of land containi.
acre, more or less, that John 1.. 1'
David N, Berry by deed date,
loth, A. D. 18b2, and recorded in W
try of Deeds, Hook 123, Page 27
of land containing two acres and
and five square rocs, more or less,
John L Panno by Win. Herry
D 186S. ami
September 21st. A
suid Registry, Hook 147, Pag.' 17.
lot of land containing twelve sq..
more or less, deeded lo John L. Pm
L. Pendleton by deed dated N v
A. D. 18b9, and recorded in
Hook 148. Page 477.
Also the lot
taining all the land within cer
deeded to John L. Panno by Paul h
by deed dated May 6lh, A. 1). 1874,
ed in said Registry, Hook 177, Pag
lots of land herein described are a
and situated on the west side of tie
leading from W. 1), Colcord’s house
mill and known as the said J. L. Por homestead.
Also a certain lot
ated in said Stockton at the In a
Jeliison Harbor, so-called, and bou
lows, viz: Beginning at a stake an
the shore < f said harbor and at the
corner of land formerly
occupied
Berry; thence north eighty-four
by north line of said Herry lot abou'
and 10 links to the west line of the
reading from the tide mill, so-called,
load; thence N. 22 degrees W on sa d
rods and 4 links to J. b. Panno home
S. 84 degrees W. by south line of sa:
home lot 26 rods to a stake and at.mes
shore, thence southerly by said s' r.
and 17 links to first mentioned bounds

o_f

!

■

IN SEARSl’ORT, near a lumber manufacluring business, an acre of land, house,
Running
Mrs. W. H. Bickford suffered a relapse woodstied and small stable.
house.
Mail inquiries to The taining seven acres, more or less,
last week and is not gaining as her friends 1j water in
3w40
the one-half aer“, more or lesc, sold i'
Journal Office, Belfast, Me.
would wish. Hr. E. B. Sanger of Bangi r
Berry with buildings thereon by v'lariss
And whereas said Leonard F. Mot!
was called Sunday in consultation with
ed said mortgage and the debt and ci urn
Dr. LeRoy Smith of Winterport.
by secured to me, Burton W, Shaw
day of October, 1909, and whereas the
The Saco Valley Canning Co. loaded
broken,
same

were

grown by G. H. York.

I

>

■

>

To Rent

several cars of corn last week.

It was

the output of that branch of tne company
which operates at the Blaisdell plant and
amounted to approximately 180,000 cans.

SEVEN ROOM HOUSE with city
Good
water and electric light'.
42
Union Strict.
closet room, at

of said mortgage has been
Now therefore, by reason of the btth condition thereof, I Haim a foreclose
*aed mortgage.
iPortland, Me., Nov. 5, 1919.
3w46
BURTON W. SHA"
sion

A large number of Belfast young peoEmma White Barker Tent, D.
of V
ple autoed to Orono last Saturday to at- was officially inspected Nov.
6tn by Miss
tend the Maine-Bowdoin game.
Nella Merrick, Dept Inspector.
After
The Red Cross has on hand enough the meeting a pleasing program was
yarn for two childrens’ sweaters and re- given and refreshments served. Miss
quests that some one volunteer to knit Merrick was the guest while in Belfast
of Mrs. Myra Dutch, Tent
them.
President.
The next meeting of the Women’s
Miss Dorothy Forbes of Boston and
AlDark Harbor was one of the ten people to liance of .he First Parish will be
held at
make the air trip with “Flying Parson’’ Lhe home of Mrs. J. W.
Frederick, ConMaynard as a benefit to the Red Cross. gress street, on the afternoon of Nov.
Miss Forbes is well known here.
19th, having been changed from the 20tli
Workmen are excavating for the addi- jecause of the parish party which is to
ie given on the latter
date. The paper
tion Miles S. Jellison will make to his
building on High street recently bought will be on “Memories of Old Nassau
of M. R. Knowlton.
Mr. Jellison plans written by Mrs. FredericK.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

There are more than 3,000,000 Ford cars in
daily service throughout the world, and fully
eighty percent of these are Ford Touring Cars.
There are many reasons for this, not the least of
which is the simplicity in the design of the car,
so easy to understand; likewise it is
easy to
operate; and mighty inexpensive compared to
other motor cars. On the farm, in the city, for
business and for family pleasure, it is the car of
the people, and the demand is increasing every
day. Let us have your order promptly if you

to

the upper story for

use

room.

There will be
Fellows

a

ads,

cream

public supper at the

hall, Tuesday, Nov. 18th,

at 6.30 o’clock.

Phillips, 101, 92, 93. 83, 86, 93,

hot rolls and coffee will

Pinette, 84, 111, 89, 99, 81, 95,
>9, 105—966.

tickets

B. O. NORTON

Mr. and Mrs. James Moore of
Lawrence,
who have been guests for some

Tide road.

Mr. and Mrs.

Cunningham

shows,

!

M. Lothrop is on a hunting
trip in the vicinity of Ashland. His dental offices in the Colonial block will be
Dr. Ansel

The News ot Belfast
ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

j

At the November meeting of the directors of the Home for Aged Women belt

>
M. Rnowlton advertises
C.
lie of underwear found,

last Savings Bank advertises book
"03 lost.
adv. concerning
Central Market.

e

umbrella taken

day to his duties

meat market after being absent severa
months on account, of illness.
Every

Colonial Theatre publishes picture
•grain for the week.
Central Maine Power Co. oilers a home
estmentof their 7 per cent preferred

mren’s coats and dresses and
serge dresses.
adv. of

■see

land, house, etc.,

worn-

water is

for sale

This

Searsport.
adv. of

■■e

seven room

a

Norton advertises the Ford tour.rs which are in increasing demand
ry day.
I. Tuttle gives notice that he has
pened the Timm shoe store and sops patronage.
Mrs. 11. W. Webber, Monroe, wants
m cats and kittens.

jigger,

&

E.
ses

Clements

Hutchins

on

Decrow,

Crosby’s gift of $40,000

cow

and

Mrs

Edmund

cs

t

two

tenement

book, picture
this

on

Wilson have

direction

of

$100,001

to

Mr.

and

arles Bradbury.

or

has been

map

destroyed country.”

will

receive

all

:

ii

seen

The chit

■

1
1
1

Co.,

who have offices from Boston to
Calif
Mr. Quimby lias
been engaged as their Maine agent and
will later open an office in one of the
San

W. A. Harris of

Mr.

fast Congregational ctiurrh and a Batter
resident, is spending some of hi
spare time contributing to the Beuning
ton Evening Banner. The Banner’s is

|

sue

of Oct. 28th features him with

a

M.

Davis of

Wellesley Hiils,

Pratr estate.

summer

|

A.

:

ful

Ml. Davis lias had the old
house taken down with the exception f
the ell and will builc a large set enteeuroom cottage of two suories. It w 11 have
three bath

rooms, a sun porch, a living
j room, 18 by 37 with beam ceiling, with
sleeping rooms on the second floor. The
cottage is on a long point of land that

line under their First page heading as fol
lows: “The First of Mr. Mill’s Editor;

extends into the
located

with

sea

and is

Knowlton, Ermo Scott
Rassell Knights.
The occasion will
long be remembered by the happy party
and was one of the annual events in the
Scout program.
The old

j

Hound" in

THURSDAY

at

2.30

Admission 11c and 6c

Dana

IN

“False Evidence”
Based

hunt -with

on the famous novel
by
Mary E. Wilkins.

SENNETT TWO ACT COMEDY
CAUMONT NEWS

feasted and

Evening

at

Love”

These Prices Include War Tax

MONDAY

TOM MIX
IN

“Hell Roarin’
Reform”

Uomedy Drama

m.

KINOGRAMS

"TUB Da Mil (jiiariit"

CATHERINE
ALVERT

WEDNESDAY

Mae

TWO ACT COMEDY
MUTT AND JEFF

Murray
IN

IN

“Out of the Night**

Tonight”

2 ACT COMEDY

TUESDAY

The

Surprise

Drama

"DANERG,
GO SLOW"

Lothrop

and Karl

were

nothing prettier this
Don’t

forget Saturday
CLARK’S

The Baptist Sewing Circle will hold
their annual sale and supper on Wednes-

Cheney had been employed for about
twenty years as drug clerk for Howes &
Co., and left many friends here. The
gathering iast Friday was one of the
most enjoyable in the club’s history.
The first, of

at one o’clock in the dining room, which
decorated in red and green.
Red
paper ribbons were festooned from the

chancelier to the corners of the room,
caught with pine sprays and a cluster of
the same was suspended from the centre.
Pine and American holly were arranged

artistically

about the room.

I

[

Wiley.

is special

lot WOMEN’S

price day

CORNER,

COATS,

at the Davis

Sample Shop

HIGH STREET

YOU ARE ASSURED
of the

highest possible
banking security

when you
;

here

an

Jjoin

the

large family

of

depositors

in the

FIRST NATIONAL GRANITE BANK
OF AUGUSTA. MAINE.
Member of the Federal Reserve

System.

j

five tables, but many were !
^
prevented from attending on account of
Miss Priscilla Prim in
the severe storm
t

were

old-time gown arrived with

a

interest from the first of each month
on

carpet

deposits

or

withdrawals.

bag full of candy kisses which found a
ready sale. Mrs. Clay wi'.l also entertain
again this, Thursday, evening when all

FOR SALE
I

i

jI
I

Apple barrels, staves

heads,

white birch edgings and all kinds
of mill wood at mill or delivered

anywhere

!

and

in the

city.
FRED HOLMES.

4v<

1

j

j

Mary C. Mansfield

The Women’s

Alliance

of

the First

son

sailed attention to the increased

en-

joyment and understanding of a great
deal of poetry through a knowledge of
birds, showing how often there were aleven

ed to that subject.
large number of actual bird poems in existence, he read to his hearers the whole
or parts of 27
poems from American
authors and one from the Canadian poet,
Wm. H. Drummond.
His comments on
bird life and his whistling imitations of
the songs of many of the birds, made the
poems more understandable and added
much to the charm of a very attractive
afternoon.

The Timm
Shoe Store
has been reopened
are in need of

for business.

If you

Shoes, Rubbers, Leggins, Overs, Etc.
we would
be pleased to serve you.
Come in and see us any way.

B. L, TUTTLE,
Successor to FRED TIMM.

NOTICE
Buy

your fresh dressed fowl

and chickens for your Sunday
dinner of R. J. MAYO, Belfast,
Me. Tel. 339-3

FOR SALE"
One 2-horse jigger, cow and two
heifers. Inquire of
ROY H. SOUTHARD.

COON CATS

ANBlfflS

WANTED
Can use any number. Write me what
you have. Age, color, etc.
MRS. H. S. WEBBER,

4m46*

!

This Company wishes I

Monroe, Maine.

announce

MeMAHAN,

tint their representative .1
wilt be in

BELFAST, FRiDAY, NOV.
with

a

A

14th

large line of sample shoes in smart, up-to-date fall styles for

Women, Misses, Cstidren, Men

Boys,

and

the opportunity to share with many other New England
cities the great benefits to be derived from purchasing the family footwear at prices which no individual shoe store can compete with.
Even
if you are not in need of shoes at this time, we would be very pleased to
have you call and inspect our values and low prices.

giving

you

Remember the date and

in poetry not devotThen referring to the

The table

lighted by candles, and each guest
of honor was presented with a beautifully illuminated birthday cake, as well as
gifts which proved to be jokes. The
place-cards were artistic and bore very
personal suggestions. At each cover was
a small red birthday book telling the fortune of the person born in that month.
The afternoon was spent with sewing and
| cards. The other guests were Mrs. Marthorn Doak, Mrs. Leslie C. Follett, Mrs.
j Hugh Young, Mrs. Fred R. Poor, Mrs.
! Thomas E. Bowker and Miss Bertha A.
was

new

This lot, $19.50 tc $37.50

year.

series of public card parties was given last Wednesday evening
under the auspices of the Universatist j
Teague at the home of Mrs. Cecil Clay,

was

I

$22.50,

a

entertained at the ex-

Miss Amy E. Stoddard gave a birthday
party Wednesday for Mrs. Zenas D.
Hartshorn and Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins.
A “covered dish’’ luncheon was served

entertainment course, ?

“Just for

Thomas

unusual interest the faculty is taking in
the pupils in and out of school.

The lirst number of the

7.00 and 8.30

Admission 17c and 11c

“Hare and

was

of the defeated. They were joined
at the hall by several of the teachers and
i Supt. and Mrs. E. E. Roderick. The
pupils are enthusiastic over the sport and
all interested in the school appreciate the

SATURDAY—TOM MOORE

Evening

of

pense

Lila Lee in
at 8.15 p.

game

modified form

Equity Grange hall, where the winners

MATiHEE ONLY

“Puppy

English
a

i Smalley leading and the latter’s sportsmen bagging the best game.
All met at

FRIDAY

THE PETER PAN GIRL

Viola

We ako received this week

lusions to birds

enjoyed
by the H.gh school last Saturday under
the direction of Principal Harry A. Foster
assisted by
Mrs. S. A. Parker.
The
hares were led by Katherine Brown and
hounds hy Doris Allen, the formers winning. They hoys indulged in a genuine

■

Matinee Daily

the Maine

anc

beautifully

at

Former Price $30.50

Smith,

handsome

—_

SATURDAY OF THIS WEEK

Serge Dresses

Parish (Unitarian) had its opening meetday evening observing Armistice night
mg for the season at the home of Mrs.
ar.d having a very enjoyable occasion.
Wiiliam B. Swan, last Thursday with a
There was a large attendance and the
large attendance, Miss Charlotte W. Colthe
banquet prepared by
Ladies of the
burn, President, presiding. She spoke
Pocahontas was one of the best. The
feelingly of the loss sustained by the Alspeakers included Mayor Wescott, Rev.
liance since its last meeting in the spring,
Wilson, Rev. Martin, Rev. Boorn, Mr. in the death of two much-loved memFrost, and Mr. Slugg and Principal HarryMiss Caroline E. White and Mrs.
Foster of the Belfast High School acted bers,
The speaker of the
Wilmer J. Dorman.
as the toastmaster.
The Scouts presentafternoon was Rev. A. E. Wilson, who
ed as their speakers Masters Hubert
Mr. Wilspoke on “Birds and Poetry.”
Donald

has bought the Dissell plaee on
tbe shore side of the State road n N'orthport, a short distance this side of the

tieorge Sherman Mills of Ben
uington, Vt., a former pastor of the Bel

scenery or all
■iiss Grace H. Hall of this city has re- personal note to the writer Mr. Mill
sides. He will retain the Dissell w.iarf.
i
“You
see
1
am
the
in
says:
newspape
-iiied her position in the War DepartMr Davis has a wife and three children.
business too as well as preaching! Tb
nt at Washington, D.
He is engaged in the printing business,
C., to accept
is not strong for the League o
■e in the
Treasury Department and will editor
with books and greeting cards as specialunable to visit Belfast this season. At Nations, but he is willing I should try b
ties, and has offices cn Atlantic avenue
convert the community, which is iargel)
pageant given on the Capitol steps durand West street, Boston, and in London,
on my side anyway, so I write editorial
g the visit of the King and Queen of for him now and then, although he in
Mr. Davis returned to Boston last
Eng
Igium, Miss Hall was one of the parti- sists that they be signed that there ma;
after a few days here in confeMonday
Yoi (
be no political “come-back at him.
pants.
Her mother, Mrs. W. H.
Hall, see ministers can be more independen ; ence with J. G. Aborn, who has charge
H remain here this winter.
and fearless than newspaper editors.”
| of construction of the cottage.

COLONIAL
Theatre

Tennessee,

The Belfast Boy Scouts held their annual banquet at Red Men’s Hall on Tues-

Monday, 23 to 42; Tuesday, 31 to 46.
Friday there was a northeast gale and
the highest tide for years.
Mass.,

als to Set Us Right on the League, o
The Editor’
Mrs. 1 Nations Appears today.
I Sermon will be Ready Shortly.” In :

THE

Francisco,

His home friends are
larger cities.
showing their confidence in him by investing at his suggestion.

4u:

contributions

Rev.

of entertainments from the Coit-

Company to be given Friday evenNov. 14th, at the Colonial Theatre
the

up

Women’s

accompanied by Mrs. A. E. Wilson, Di- Clay, county chairman of the committee
rector, had an all-day outing at Little of organization, etc. The rate is 11 cents
are cordially invited to attend and piay
After lunch at the per capita and that amcunt and upwards
River, Tuesday,
An admisas they wish at single tab es.
This dread disease
Falls and playing out-of-door games they will be solicited
sion fee of 25 cents wiil bt charged.
journeyed homeward through woods and claims yearly 150,000 of the people of
At a recent meeting of the directors of
fields and stopped at the parsonage where this country between the ages of 15 and
they had cocoa and cakes. During a ! 45 years, but science proves it is prevent- the Girls’ Home the following resolutions were adopted:
game of hide-and-seek Ihey discovered a able and curable.
Whereas Miss Caroline E. White has
trunkful of costumes that had been used
Armistice
Day.
There
was
no
j
j
pub- been removed from us by death, therein amateur theatricals and donning these lic observance of the day
except tnat fore be it
they held an impromptu fancy dress par- ; under the direction of the boys returned
Resolved: That we, the board of manfrom service.
ty and danced several folk-dances.
The bells and whistles at agers of the Children’s Aid Society of
at this time our sorrow
11 a. m. announced the hour, the most Maine, express
Beginning with the snow storm of No- !
for the loss of her companionship and
in
American
important
our appreciation of her
and
record
history.
Mayor help,
vember 5th, we have had a variety of
Wescott .ssued public notices of a gen- faithful devotion to the work for home; weather, including what many termed
eral closing of the business places and less girls. This love for the cause was
genuine Indian summer days.
From The
manifested by her regular attendance at
said:
'Armistice Day should be observJournal’s weather man, Capt Royal W.
the meetings of the board, by the consci1
ed as a holiday in recognition of the entious way in which she attended to
Warren, we learn that an inch of snow
and intention of the act of the her part of Die work, and at the last by
fell in the first snow storm of 'lie season, spirit
her very generous gift
"Being dead,
It
followed by rain in torrents with a tem- Legislature of Maine recently passed.
she > et speaketh.”
and expected that all
is,
therefore,
noped
of
30
to
40.
For
the
perature
remainder
(Signed)
Maude E. Mathews
of the week it was as follows: Friday, 31 business places will be closed and the day
Anne A Craig
observed
accordingly
to 35; Saturday, 26 to 40; Sunday, 28 to

they are sent to “The School Depart
ment, Comi te Americain, rue du Clc
it re, Laon, Aisne, France.

High street,

forget the first concert in the

war

dren

em-

ncr

ler

letter from

a

realize that since 1014 not

cannot

ca

ght of the heirs of the late James T.
ic the residence on Congress street in
ch they have been living for some
.e and have sold
back to Luville J.
iethe part he occupies.
on

to have

Mrs Cecil Clay, chairman of the civic
committee, calls attention to the stor:
of cheering the destitute children o
Rheims as printed in the Literary Diges
of November 1st.
“The people of Ameri

<‘d the pas’ season in the repair dement of the Head Garage, has opened
r.

we are

snow.

He commends the business policy of thi
city government and hopes the effor
now being made to bring Miss Anne C

bought of

who has been

in the Cuitis Garage

mild winter with little

In closing Mr. Sibley says he keeps ir
touch with all the afiairs of Belfast
through the columns of The Journal

Union street,

pries K.

bears out the

to show you

Quimby

H.

Parish,

the spring mark.
weather prophets

will be successful.

have

his

about

Sibley, who is now at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Henry H
Hilton of Chicago and it will appear later

their duties last Monday.

•••per

m.

j ting

Mr. Edward

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brown have raced to the Waldo County Hospital and
in

wide

him back again
and also last weel

The Journal has received

ed Holmes offers for sale apple barstaves, heads and mill wood.
I. Q. Frost offers for sale house at 63
3r street.
Southard advertises
heifer for sale.

a

see

published statements that

house for rent.

1

1

now

large

general

a

Northport

officer will be Capt. ,1. Crosby Hobbs :
director of the Red Cross Christmas Seals
of Camden, aide-de-camp on the staff of
drive as a beneiit for the Anti-Tubercubody
glad
As sheriff of Knox
I Genera! Milter.
He spent the summer
losis Society, was in Belfast Tuesday to
County Capt. Hobbs is well known in
at. his camp at Lake Quantabacook am
form an organization.
Rev. William
this city.
reported a pleasant visit. An unusua l
Vaughan ot East Belfast was made councondition prevails at the lake as the
The Junior Alliance of the First
; ty
publicity chairman and Mrs. Cecil
to

was

Sample Shop advertises specials

avis

as

going

for many years I day, Deo. 3d.
A large number of the members of the
the Belfast Savings Bank, I
1
one of the very best .n the
State, is now' Masonic Club gave a party last Friday
meeting with excellent success in his evening at their rooms in Masonic Temhome city in selling the sound and con- ple in honor of Howard Cheney, who left
j
Mr.
servative securities of S. W. Strauss & Sunday for his home in Portland.
W

The annual election and inspection will take place at. the first meeting on the 4th of December. The inspec-

returned Saturclerk at the Fogs

are

treasurer of

of officers.

Walter A. Whitehead

:ie

•

!

presenting the Home with a check foi
A special meeting of Canton Pallas, P.
$100; also to William F. Bean for his an
nual gift of $5. Mrs. Annie Snow DowM., I. O. O. F., will be held at Odd Felone of the city’s most highly respectec j lows Hall on Wednesday evening, November 19th, for the annual nomination
women, was admitted as a life member

a

DRESS

interesting

and also in Belfast, where she has
circle of acquaintances.

ed and repaired it several years ago. Mr.
Sanderson and family have living in the
E. Q. Frost house on Cedar street.

tended

A. Webbei advertises a special sale
men’s Goodyear welt shoes with deotion and pri.es.

debutantes.

houses in the city and was known as the
Martin White place. Mr. Timm renovat-

last Thursday a vote of thanks was exto the heirs of Mrs. Susan W
Mathews for carrying out her wishes ir

enobscot Bay Electric Co. advertises
eir electric grill.

of five of the season’s
Miss Frances is
favorite with the people at

as oi.e

don’t miss it.

Mrs. Frederick H. Timm has sold her
residence at the corner of High and Mil! ler streets to L. J. Sanderson of the CenI tral Market. This is one of the oldest

closed during his absence.

red D. Jones advertises The New Edi: he phonograph that successfully met
Order now for Christmas,
••■tie test.

m

so

We

The rotogravure section of the
boston
Herald of Sunday, Nov. 9th, contained
a
handsome picture of Miss Frances, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders
of
Bost n and Nortnport. She was featured

;

be served.
time”

OR

Priced $6.98 to $14.50

Island,

Refreshments will also
The proceeds will be used to i
buy school equipment. It will be a “great I
etc.

100

the children’s

we will prove to you that we can save you money.
We have a
stock of Children’s Coats and Dresses, styles patterned after
sis'ers,

property of Preston Player of Boston, in
Hancock county.

winter.

side

COAT

where he identified the
body of
lis son, Raymond Wilcox.
On account
pf its long exposure in the water
it was
necessary to bury the body there.
As
previously stated in The Journal the
body was found on Spruce
the

have moved to the Cates house for the
The annual fair at the Peirce school
will be held at 7.30 p. m., Nov. 19th, and
will include a Mother Goose play, folk
and solo dancing, tableaux, a
menagerie,

103

own or

ngton,

time of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Johnson of
Waldo Station, have bought the Harvey
S. Cunningham farm on the Head of the

M2.

Belfast,

89

Sample Shop

sending to that mail order house

for your

John Wilcox of Masardis was in
Belfast recently on his way home from Ston-

Mass.,

Ford Sales and Service Station

81

14, 85—887.

be among the good things served. The
are 50 cents and are on sale at
Adams’ jewelry store.

want one.

before

icore:

Sliced cold meats, sal-

pies,

Visit the Davis

French and Pinette will play a ten_
itring match at the Ward alley
Friday
:vening, Nov. 14th, and a large audience
s expected as Pinette won
from Phillips
ast Friday by 79 pins in the
following

manufacturing

purposes and the lower floor as a sales-

Odd

LADIES-

10

a.

place, Friday,

m. to 8

p.

Nov. 14th,

m.

L. E. MeMAHAN, OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE.

For

TYPEWRITER

Sale

FOR sale:.
model (No. 10) Smith Premier
Typewriter. Visible writer. Cost >100.
In perfect condition. Complete with new
platen and ribbon for $40 00. Address,
M., Journal Office, Belfast, Me.
4atf

A t 63 Cedar Street

Late

Large, pleasantly located corner lot
with shade and fruit trees, also well of
Eleven room
water piped into kitchen.
house with large stable and shed; dry,
cement cellar with furnace; all in good
repair. An exceptional opportunity to
secure a fine home.
Inquire of the owner,
E. Q. FROST, or C. E. FROST.
at 56 Cedar Street.
46tf
Or interview James F. Sheldon.

FOR SALE
THREE

FOR SALE
FARM OF SEVENTY-FIVE ACRES,
buildings, wood and lumber enough to
more than pay for it.
Large sap and apple orchards. Apply to
IVAN FILES,
2w45*
R. 41, Waterville, Maine.

HORSES,

FOR SALE
Apply to

TO DO HOUSEWORK in a small family. Good wages and a good home. Apply to
SELWYN THOMPSON,
45
Belfast, Maine.

J. F.
P. O.

Tel.

Liberty,

VICKERY,

Morrill, Maine.
address, R. D. 3, Belfast.

13-41.

3w44

Beat the High Cost
of Living

Wanted

TvANTED

YOUNG

3w44*

Girl Wanted

A DRIVING HORSE for the keep for
the winter.
Must be
good, roader
sound and kind.
tf45
ELMER SMALL, M. D.,
59 Church St., Belfast, Me.

GOOD,

weight about 1230, ioi farm and general
work. Inquire .it WEST
FARM, two
and one-half miles south of Monroe Village. Postoffice R. D. 1, Monroe

1 by taking advantage of this offer: 28
NEW Kitchen Ranges and Parlor Heaters
to be sold at 25 per cent off regular price.
J. AUSTIN MoKEEN,

Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
I

A small second-hand cash register.
Apply to
I RED D. JONES.

DRESSMAKING
BY

MRS. H. A.

COLSON,

53 Congress Street, Belfast.
i

GOODWIN-WEST.
1

I

Get
We!!-—

Mr. Goodwin, an
parents in Cleveland.
auto mechanic,
enlisted in Cleveland, j
May 28, 1917 and was discharged at Camp
Upton Apr. 5, 1919, his principal fighting
activities having been in a sector of Alsace-Lorraine during the siege and attempted capture of the ancient fortified
city o: Metz.
Mrs. Goodwin is the eldest daughter in
a
family of three children. She wore
plain white satin foulard, with veil fas-

|

•Johnson’s

Anodyne
Liniment
is a '1octor’s prescription for internal ar.-l external use with a
re.-.
!
-.\er h< years of splenA
did
wonderfully
sooth.nc. ti- aling, p.-ir» banishing
a tmd> ii.
i.ip.'H which >*»u can
safely rely to
«

—.

Pomona.

fath

Grange Wednesday, Oct. dWth. As there
was no degree
work the meeting was

an object of uniPerhaps the best de-

c.*! A h-r

druggists throughout

The maid of honor—1he bride’s sister—

of

mum

grange, extended fraternal greetings and
C. C. Clements fittingly responded in behalf of the visitors.
Two

very

sented.

its,’’

The

tasted such
nated and there is

j

prepared and read
Shaw and the second, “The
wife of the past, present and
was
contributed by Maude

;

by Nellie

J

:

Camels

years

further

reaus
a

Mudgett.

and

costly

and

remarks

OVERLAND* CHASSIS
SHOWING THREE POINT
Cantilever spring
Suspension

Give Camels the stiffest tryout, then
compare them with any cigarette in
the world at any price for quality,
v
flavor, satisfaction. No matter
\ how liberally you smoke

before.

“

a

Winston-Salem,
ftoM

SEDAN
AascjacasG)

STATE OF MAIM

Willie

Myrick,

who has been ill with

To tl < t:or oiahu .Justice of the Supremo Juat Belfast.
die ml Court next to be he'd
within at d for trie Courty of v\ ald» oil the
first T be-day of January, in ti e year of our
humire and twenty
Lordom thousand nil

I

pneumonia, is convalescing.

I

Mr. Thompson of Waterville, who has
been supplying the Baptist pulpit in Eelfast for several Sundays, was in town

corner

The following topic was opened by G. |
Mudgett; The business end of farming. !

as

What

art we after and how we shall get
Several members continued the dis-

Howe
corn.

line with much

that hail heretofore been

saw

said by both

ous

speakers.

shielded by boughs.

INTERESTING

Marion Hose

the witch told fortunes for

small

DETAIL

sold
The

dust in

p'-.iceis

a

very!

table

g*

ror

CASH

feaie

nearby Edith |
homemade candy and pop- Lviv
j rici m (id land parlor
grab bag, a tub tilled with
a i d l ih lun tit its,
which ah kinds of mysteriwere bun d, was the delight
J. AUSTIA McKEF.y.
At

sum

a

children and some grown ups
After the customary expression of ap- j
Birds FacmeiG' Best Friends.
One-half of the floor space was built into
Kx :■ in in n t i n of hr; !;■■ is of stompreciation for courtesies received, the i
a
stage where the program was given
birds, taken in different lomeeting was closed with the usual cere- i which consisted of songs by the school, achs
ii
Hi.'1 at ail seasons,
ci
monies.
recitations, a farce and dialogue and j scientific observations of painstaking
the birds’
The next meeting will be with Harvest
singing by Gertrude and Avis Nickerson j habits by trained experts, have now
Home Grange, Brooks, Nov. 12, with the
and Edn Trunoy
They were loudly ap- | for many yea.rs hern establishing, beaddress of welcome by Frank Quimby
plauded and responded to an encore yond question, the fact that they are
ana the response by W. S. Parker of
one of nature's most effective checks
which brought the h use down. The
Morning Light Grange. An interesting closing number was the nightgown dr.l!* on “lie undue increase of insect and
rode-11 pests.
and State After the
program has beet, prepare:
program the boys bobbed for
In tlie early days, the days before
Master
Thompson is expected to be 1 apples in a manner that kept the onlookwe had scientific study of tlie habits
present.
A doughnut and apple
ers ii an uproar.
of birds, the connection in tlie popuCiara 1). York
were suspended tn a string and one ate
lar mind between birds and the sowthe doughnut « IT while the other tried to
ing of seed principally took tlie form
With
Do
Much credit is due the 1 of
catch the apple.
speculation as to what proportion
teacher, Miss Mildred Curtis, her pupils! of the sown seed or its product the
How to Purify a Sour, Distressed Stomach
and their parents who helped to make birds would get.
Crows and blackin x Few vjjnutes.
the entertainment a success.
The sum j birds were observed to pull corn. The
fact that some kernels were left in
A league has been
Let us talk plain English; let us call a of -SB 6b was taken.
tlie hill uneaten did not suggest to
spade a spade.
formed in the fclmol of which Milton
the farmer that ft was tlie cutworm
Your food ferments and your stomach j
is
i
Marion
Nickerson
res.,
Rose, Sec. | that the crows were
isn't .strong enough to digest the food you |
really after, not
and Fred ivnov, Treas
the corn—B. S. Bowilish, in Chrisput into it, so the food sours and forms :
and
when
it
does
leave
poisonous gases,
tian Herald.
your stomach it has not furnished proper
nourishment to the blood, and has left, j
Indians in United States Army.
the stomach in a filthy condition.
A total of about .1,000 Indians enlistfake Mi-o-na stomach tablets if you
ed to fight against Germany in tlie
want to change your filthy stomach to a
of

the

ift

Slckor
well

one.

If Mi-o-na fads to relieve your indigesyou of dizziness, biliojsness and
sick headache your dealer will cheerfully
refund your money.
If you want to make your s:omach so
strong that it will digest a hearty meal
without distress, and you went to be
without that drowsy, all tired out feeling,
take Mi-o-na; it should give you prompt
relief.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
and all leading druggists.

tisn, rid

Dr. HI. C. Stephenson
DENTIST
MASONIC TEMPLE

;
j
!

!

;

|

pimply,
j dull
or

yellowish, from
biliousness, try the above
suggestions, also try a

ROOM j
i

“L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine after

!

eating, and

small dose of

Telephone 223- 3

|

S. C. Pattee, M. D.
OFFICE IN

Colonial Theatre
Residence 45

high

Building,

Residence

you will soon
notice the difference in
looks
and feelings.
your
Safe and reliable. Small
dose. Large bottle, 50
cents at your dealer’s.

Tor

2m41

“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.

Sale

A1 CITYPOINT
Two acres of laud, five minutes walk
from station, school, stores, etc. Good
buildings. Price right. Inquire of

H. L. SEEKINS, City.

11 is surprising bow quickly eve inflammation is he'pel by common witchhazel,

camphor,
Lavoptik

hydrastis, etc.,

as

m’xed

in

wash.

One elderly lady,
who had been trouDled with chronic eye
eye

inflammation for

years,

since

of

Waldo

ss

bt
11th, A, 1', 1919.
the above named Nathat t; e allegaoath
made
Abbott
and
A.
than
tions contained in the above libel by him signed
are true, before me,
(Signed) F. W. BROW N. Jr
Notary Public.
<

'cn

Personally appeared

the business

thinks she would like to try it. Of
course,
most of the Associate
Rug Makers had
braided rugs for themselves and from
their family rag bags before
becoming
Pinkham Associates, but several of the
best makers on the pay roll today had
never made a
rug until the first one they
braided for Pinkham Associates.
ed

Further particulars will gladly be mail-

to any woman who wants to know
about the work.
All that is necessary is t,o send your name and address to
Pinkham Associates, Inc., 302 Washington Ave., Portland, Maine.

to be sixty days at least before the next term
of said C ourt, to be hidden, at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the first Tuesday of
january next, that he may then and there apit
pear in said Ceurt an.' and answer thereto,
LUERE B. DEASEY,
he see fit.

j

Justice Supreme

J

dicial Court.

A true copy of Libel* and Order of notice
thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. C1LLEY, Clerk.
Date of publication Nov, 13, 1919

more

Albert E. Andrews
Real Estate-Timberlands

How’s This ?

!

I

FARM

WITH CHAPIN

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken
by catarrh sufferers for the past thirtyfive years, and has become known as the
most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the Poison
from the Blood and healing the diseased

ROOMS

6 7

ODD

FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Telephone 16-12

liELFAST

ACENCY

tf30

TESTIMONY

Home Proof, Here, ! here and Everywhere.

Doan’s Kidney Pills
you most al
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh ways lind the recommender a Belfast
Quite Enough.
Medicine for a short time you will see a resident. It’s the same everywhere—in
“When you charged over tlie top,
Fifty thousand
great improvement in your general health, j 3,800 towns in the U. S.
lid tin- Germans remark your style
Start taking Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at ! people publicly thank. Doan’s. What other
of lighting?”
can
once and
rid
of
catarrh.
Send
for
give this proof of
get
kidney remedy
“Oil, yes; they kept up a running
testimonials, free.
merit, honesty and truth? Home testiE. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. mony must be true or it could not be
comment.”
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
published here. Read this Belfast recommendation. Then insist on having Doan’s.
You will know what you are getting:
Dr. Charles Thurston, retired physician, 116 High St., Belfast, says: “From
personal experience I can recommend
Doan’s Kidney Pills very highly. I have
used this medicine for kidney trouble and
they have been the only remedy I have
been able to find that helped me. The
Kidney disease is no respecter of per- diately. The soothing, healing oil stimsons.
A majority of the ills afflicting ulates the kidneyss relieves inllammakidney secretions at times became retardwhich
back
to
tions
and
the
be
traced
germs
destroys
1 first coned and painful in passage.
people today can
have caused it.
Do not wait until tokidney trouble.
tracted this trouble during the Civil War
morrow.
Go to your druggist today and
The kidneys are the most important
more
or less in
and have been troubled
Oil
They are the insist on GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
organs of the body.
In twenty-four hours you
this way ever since. I have never found
Capsules.
filterers, the purifiers, of your blood.
should feel health and vigor returning
anything that acted as quickly as Doan’s
Kidney disease Is usually indicated by and will bless the day you first heard
Kidney Pills. I have been a practicing
weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness, of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil.
despondency, backache, stomach trouAfter you feel that you have cured
physician for fifteen years and have frelower
in
loins
and
abdomen,
ble, pain
yourself, continue to take one or two
quently recommended them to my pagall stones, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica oapsules each day, so as to keep in
tients.’’
and lumbago.
the
When

you

see

recommended in this paper

IT’S NOT YOUR HEART
IT’S YOUR KIDNEYS

(30.Yl.Vt \i S WITCmUZEL
Street, Belfast.
HN-. i-OR SORb f.YLS

1 EL. 338-2

this organization

portions.

if your eyes are

STATE OF MAINE,
County

started, seven years ago. There are
several hundred women today who are
STATE OF MAINE.
linding this form of employment both
Court in Vacation.
Judicial
pleasant and prohtable. Some are able
Supreme
1
to devote several hours a
day to the work, Waldo ss.
others only a few hours a
Belfast, October 14th, A. D. 1919.
week, but in I
Writ aid idnel.it is orall cases, they find that
Braiding Rugs ! Upon the annexed
a Justice of said
pays well for the amount of time they ! dered by me, the unu&isi me i,
to the Libelee by
be
notice
that
given
Court,
give to it.
publishing an attested copy of the same, *.r an
Numberless communities have from one abstract thereof, tog- ther with this order
to five 1 inkham Associate Rug Makers thereon, three weeks successively in the Rewho will recommend this work as ideal publican Journal, a newsp per printed in Belhome employment for any woman who fast.in the County of Waldo,the last publication

according to information given
out by tile office of the commissioner
of Indian affairs at Washington, several hundred of them being in tlie

To feel well keep your liver active
and avoid irregular habits which lead to
constipation or intestinal indigestion.
Don’t overload your stomach with indigestible food, rich pastry, candy and
sweets which do you no good and may
bring on biliousness or dyspepsia, leaving the traces in your face or complexion.
Get all the outdoor exercise you can, get
your share of sleep.and you will feel well
and look well all the time.
But if your complexion is sallow, or

j

was

war,

navy. Tlie Indians were not segregated and there were no army units
made up exclusively of Indians. They
served in the ranks and fought beside
ilie other soldiers without regard to
the fact that they were Indians. Official reports of Indian superintendents
showed that on June 20. 1917, tlie
lotal number of Indians in the United
States was 335,998.

Any woman who has spare time ought
to turn it min rash.
Every woman has
an opportunity to
do so, right in her own
home by taking up a work which
pays
cusn for such time as she can
spare from
her household duties.

in

Indigestion

healthy, clean, purified

PAiD

Pinkham Associates, Inc.., an organization (it Hand braided
Rug Makers, furnishes the necessary
materials, giving instructions telhng how to make Pinkham
Braided Rugs from the materials turnished and pays casli for the finished
rugs.
Many Associate Rug Makers have been

■

Away

It H

►

A
Af'.BO T of Knox, in said
County -f
respectfully libels and
gives this honorable t "iirL to be inform d
w .ally
tt-ac h
".as
m.trhd .o Lillian E.
Abbott, his wit.-, hi It* llowe hails, in the State
ol Vermcnt, on .he ninth day of Septembtr, A.
D 1916,1".
minister of the Gospel, duly autbciiz d to sol. mnize marriages; that he lived
and cohabited with his sa d
ife in aid State
of Vermont
d in the Commonwealth of Massac usetts, ;u;m the date of theiv said marriage t. “the eighteenth day of September, A
1). 1918; that he has resided in the State of
Maine, in good faith, *c»r more than one year
:u-xi prior to the date of this libel, that he has
always, conducted himself towards his said
v* if--, ;.s a
ti ue, faithful ami affectionate husband;*;! at hi: said wife, during their married
life, r.as beer gui’ty of cruel and abusive
ireatrnent towards him, ;.r <1 did on the eighteentn day of St} ember, A.D 1918, utterly desert him and wt:
to p.;:> u.T.iow n to birr, and
In s continued s -id u».t<-r desertion ever since;
is unknown to
that her preset t its.o* ic
him and cannot
asc r‘ .imd bj reasonable
diligence, which rea o. able diligence he has
ust d
V\ lerefote y. ur libelant prays that he may
s of matri
be d -creed
iiv -.ce In n> the i.
i""i. v’ now « x■
i'-.f bet ween him and his said
W ife
D.-.ted ibis eleventh dav of October, A.l).
1919,
( ^: ted) NAT if AN A. ABBOTT.

"VI ATMAN

Miss Yinie Nickerson ieit Nov. 3rd for
Portland where she has employment.

phate.

in

N. C.

OV^PL^O
^

FEATURES
rhe clutch is of the single plate type
I lie motor of the Overland 4 is cast en now used by 71 per cent of the
motor
bloc with a removable head.
It has gen- manufacturers. The selective gear transerous valve opening.
mts&ion has three speeds forward and refour extension schools on dairying with Monday P. M. Oct.
27th, in the interest
verse.
It operates in oil.
I lie lubricating and oiling
system rean average attendance of 15.
Five silos ol the Inter-Church World Movement.
uuire no pumps.
I he front axle is of chrome nickel steel
The oii is circulated by
have been erected and seven self-feeders !
The Hallowe’en entertainment at the J pressuie automatically created and the which affords both light weight'" and
water is circulated by the
bu It : 100 sheep were given the blue vitThermo-Syphon strength. The front wheels have tapered
Greeley schoolhouse Thursday evening, \ system or natural
cooling method. No roller bearings. The rear axle, also of
riol treatment; 100 acres of grain were
Oct. 30th, was a great success and a most power is required of the motor to
operate chrome r.ickel steel, is three-quarter
sprayed with sulphate of iron for kale.
floating. 1 he differential and rear wheels
enjoyable affair. Tiie schoolroom was these systems
All of this has been done under the per1
on annular ball
Th- steering apparatus is of the
I tastily decorated with green boughs, black
bearings.
plane- operate
sonal supervision of Mr. Donahue. There 1
tarv gear type with the gears at the botThe car is equipped with two brakes—
and orange crepe paper and jack-r-lan
tom oi the steering column,
has been a saving of more than $8,000 on
(his
arfoot and hand. These work on 10-inch
by
I he top of the blackboards were j
terns.
rangement ail the
r.:n is taken at three
drums on each wheel and to assure safety
fertilixt■rs, by purchasing the chemicals
decorated with crayon stencils of leaves,
points instead of at one.
are larger than necessity
demands.
and a proportional saving on iron sulwitches and pussy cats on a broom in one )

was

tire

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

reflected the love and

SWANYII EE.

and allied organiza ions and closed
patriotic recitation.

cussion, which

Camels they will not
your taste!

she

the year’s work as follows: Thirty meetings ha' e been held for various purposes;

it?

are made of an expert blend of choice
Turkish and choice Domestic tobaccos and are
smooth and mild, but have that desirable full-

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

N. S. Donanue responded when called
upon, with brief remarks along his line
of work, giving a partial summary of

J

Camels

ner following the ceremony the surprising announcement was made of the en- |
gagement of the best man, younger

touched upon the splendid work accomplished by the N. E. M. F., Farm Buwith

everywhere in

cigarette!

a

and certainly hand out satisfaction in
generous measure. You will prefer this Camel
blend to either kind of tobacco smoked straight!

v>

her

scld

a

ITomcZZZbod>'

good will of friends in the east as well as
home city and were remarked
She chose for her subject, “Organiza- ! m their
for
the
upon
use, beauty and tact shown j
tion,” but prefaced her remarks on this
subject with an inspiring grange talk in- in their selection.
Mr. and Mrs.
Goodwin will begin
in iuauuics (UIU B1IUH
l)UCt‘
ical selections given in her inimitable housekeeping at once in Cleveland.
In

are

IZeftZVrZ/pZte’uoo
TZTZl° “0V;:P;/=:

!

farmer’s i brother of the groom, and the maid ot
sister of the bride.
future,” ! honor, younger
The display of wedding gifts was large

Mrs. Ellis w’as called upon at this time,
responding with an interesting address.

manner.

Bite is elimicheerful absence of any
unpleasant cigaretty after-taste or any unpleasant cigaretty odor!

never

Friends of the bride played the wedding
music on piano and violin.
At the din-

excellent papers were prefirst, “Birds and their Hab-

was

wedding thirty

Quality!

Your enjoyment of Camels will be very great
because their refreshing flavor and fragrance
and mellowness is so enticingly different. You

wore

of the groom, under the same circumstances, had enjoyed a chrysanthe-

Burnham

Win You On

They

OVERLAND 4 TOURING

ents

guests of Pomona.

In boxes; lCc.t 25c.

FOUR

OVERLAND

■

Lecturer

the world.

r.

yellow organdie
A tine dinner was prepared and served and carried bouquets of yellow daisies
by the host grange. Immediately there- tied with yellow gauze ribbon.
The rooms were effectively and unusuafter the meeting was railed to order
flower
decorated, the principal
with Worthy Master O. B. Dow in the ally
chair and the Lecturer, Secretary, Stew- j scheme being the yellow daisies with a
ard and Asst. Steward in their accus- background of palms and ferns; the mantomed places.
Temporary officers occu- tel in the living room in front of which
pied the vacant stations and the meeting the party stood was banked with ferns
and palms with a handsome basket of
was duly opened.
Despite the
Four granges were represented and re- yellow and white daisies.
ported in good condition. Kale B, Ellis, i season there was ample claim for it to be
State deputy, and N. S. Donahue, ccunt> called a daisy wedding even as the parwere

more than
bowel movement. Liver, skin

was

and the bridesmaid

convened until afternoon.

demonstrator,
Vina
Cole,

uace

and kidneys are influenced to more
active effort with resulting increased
effect. It is always safe to take

scription of the appearance of the bride
came unconsciously from one of the forty-three guests who said, “She was a j
picture, 1 shall always remember her as
she came down the stairs and joined her 1

A special meeting of North Waldo Pomona Grange was
held with Burnham

not

;.

an orange blossom wreath and
her bouquet was made of white daisies
and small pink rosebuds, tied with white

gauze ribbon and
versal admiration.

Waldo

r.FFCHAM’S FILLS do

tened with

WellNorth

digestion, but the most important
work is done by the bowels, liver and
I.’dnws.
Failure of these to act
efficiently allows the whole body to
be [■ flsor.ed.

ried Oct. 25th at the home of the bride’s

l*on’t prolong sufferings from
C'ouirbs, t'uhts. Sore Throat,
<irir:«\ Cramps. Chills. Sprains,
Strains. Bronchitis, Tonsiiiiis. etc.

Stomach Begins

le

Lloyd Emory Goodwin, formerly wel
known in Belfast and Miss Mary Agnes
West, both of Cleveland, O., were mar-

was

greatly help-

We guarantee a small
ed in two days.
of bottle Lavoptik to help ANY CASE
Alumiweak, strained or inflamed eyes
Belfast Drug Co.
num eye cup FREE.
16 Main Street.

flrat-c'lasa

All these derangements are nature*®
signals to warn you that the kidneys
GOLD
should
You
use
need
help.
MJ9DAL Haarlem Oil Capsules imme-

condition

and

ward

off

danger of other attacks.
Ask for the original imported GOLD
MEDAL brand. Three sizes. Money refunded. if they do not help you.

Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Dr. Thurston
had.
Foster-Milburn Company Mfgrs.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Watermark
Guarantees the Quality of itipv
You l»note it s a
good paper. A reliable maker
tcnuldn t dare watermark it if it wasn't.
B< st
materials and right processes are behind the Guarantee to make it
good. ) on <an put \oitr p< n to
ii with real pleasure.

And you know that the EVEREADY is a good storage
buttery -the one battery which will give you the right ku
01 starting, lighting and ignition service.
No temper-shattering failure to start on a cold morning,
n,N grition break-downs in the middle of a trip, no
danger us
d' n”vss of lamps on a darknight not. with the EVERF ADY.
The EVEREADY eighteen month Guarantee is ba< k--»
by the makers’ certainty of the faithful perform.;n •< t : hen
battery. Eut the everlasting goodness of tlie battery r 1:
ii.

.resit.
It you want your starting, lighting, and ignition kept up
the mark, come round and drive right in : we guai ntec
s. isfactory
repair, recharging, and replacement work—
EVEREADY quality throughout.

tc

BELFAST STEAM VULCANIZING

TO

Pettingell Andrews Compaii', Huston,
Mass., Distributors

eVEREADy
STORAGE BATTERY
SHERIFF'S SALE

>

STATE OF MAINE,
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
October 24.
Taken this twenty-fourth day
1919, on execution dale*: >
j A D. issued
»>r.
judgment rendered
! 1919,
th»
■

.Supreme .luiiic ii Court for
Waldo, at t h** t
D
i the fourth l ucsd > of F'ptember, A,
0
to wit: On tl
second
1919. in favor of the rfearsport Nations
a
corporation duly organized ami ex si
iaw, and having its principal place of
in Searspoi t, in suui County of WaiMary S. W ilhams and Howe H. S ivery,
Searsport. in the County of Waldo hi
of M »ine, for one hundred and ten n !i
ten cents, debt or damage, and tv
and fi-'ty cents, cos' "f.suit, with fifteen
nior
for said execution, and will be
public auction at the office of Dummi A: >
in Belfast, in sain County of Wahto.
twenty-eighth day of November. A. D.
ten o'clock in the forenoon, the fobovr
scribed real estate, and all the right, t't.
seven
ONE DARK RED HORSE,
years interest which the said Mary S. W
old, weighsabout 1200 lbs., works single or snd had in arid to the same on the si.xi i;
For
and
sound.
further
kind
September. A. D 1919, at eleven o'
double, safe,
ten minutes in the fo enoon, the
particulars inquire of
the sanv was attached on the w rit in
JAMES II. CILLEY,
a
suit, to wit: One undivided half
a
Belfas
At
Court
34tf
House,
lot or parcel of land situated in said
known as the MenLhew lot. bnip.de.'
north, e. st a d s.-u'h 1" ;‘-'ui own.,,
•' •'»
1891
hert Bi .c'. on A
by land owned b\ F lward L. 2
6, 1891
i;d ;• n.: toti v
acres, more or Us-,
of land las', d--scribed »n
!‘iy o
I.. c >v
Jonathan M Savery to M
d..i*-d
Edward L. Savery
AtigU
ri corded in Waldo R
istry ot l'i oe
232', Page fi7.
FRANK A CUSHMAN.
>

••

■

1

Dr. Hester

Brown, j

■

<

OSTEOPATH,

Odd Fellows Block, Belfast,Me.
Res. 265-11
Tel. 247-3.
Office hours 10 to 12; 1 to 4.
Other hours by appointment.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUN IV OF SOMERSET, SS.
To Bert [Clifford of Troy, in said

SALVAGE

Waldo:

Turn your trash into cash by selling
your old rags, rubbers, iron, papers, magazines, hags, burlaps, metals and all waste
SAM KREEDMAN,
material to
Tel. 229-4.
16 Cross St., Belfast.
Drop a line and 1 will call promptly and
pay you the highest market prices.

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

Whereas, Bert Flagg, on the ti..1919, mortgaged to A. L W >.■'
Pitt-fi Td, Maine, the following person
brown horse, weight an. ut l'K'1' 1
one
eriy:
white on hind ankles, known as Bert
horse; one sorrel horse, weight about 12.
off in wind, small star in forehead, know.,
■

March.

k-

>

Wallace Norris

horse;

also

one

sorrel h

weight about 900 lbs., strip in face, know 1 ^
the Boston horse; to secure paynn t >f
Hundred Flighty Dollars and no cents, w h
mortgage is recorded in the town reeonis
the town of Albion, book 9, page .4.
whereas the conditions of said mortgage ha'
been broken, now therefore, notice is ner«
n
given of my intention to foreclose said
3w44
gage for breach of its conditions.
1
H
RIG
W
A.
L.
1919,
October 20.
<

Sup
Subscribe for the Journal today.
It will help US
your County paper.
and YOU too.

port

r

20c. and 25c.

I

FOB

HE

A

IN

SALE

BELFAST BY

ESSIE P. CARLE

I

by special arrangement has all the
patterns all the time.
WAITING TO SEND.

JTNO

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to he held at Belfast

Stvle Trends in New York.
l.i

and

Chemist

Veils.

Dresses.

in and for the

and

Hats

Shorter Vamp Shoes.1!

third

Evening Togs.

Lord

Tuesday
ore

County
April,

of

Waldo,

on

the

in the year of our
thousand nine hundred and
of

nineteen:

\

orrespondence of The Journal.]
YORK, Nov. 10. Suits and chembesses divide the honors for present

j

represents
RESPECTFULLY
of Boston,
the Coun .y

Clarence Sturin
of SufCommonwealth of Massachusetts,
formerly o Wollaston, in the State of Massachusetts. that he is seized in fee simple and
as tenant in common of and in certain real estate situate in Lincolnville, in said County of
Waldo, to wit:
A certain lot of parcel of land, situated in
said Lincolnville, being the former homestead
farm f Emery Allen Parker, deceased, on the
easterly si ie of the road leading from Center
Lincolnville to Hope, bounded and described
as follows to wit: Beginning on the easterly
side of said road at the northwesterly corner
of land of Richard M. Moody; thence easterly
on said Mcody’s line of land of heirs of Emery
Parker, d< c -ased; thence northerly on line of
said Emeiy Parker land to a corner; thence
easterly on line of said Emery Parker land to
the Megunticook Lake, so called; thence northerly on the shore of said Lake to land of David
H, Heal; »hence westerly on line of land of
David H. Heal, line of land of David Mahoney
and line of land of Rosalinda Kn ght to said
road; thence southerly by said road to the
point of oeginning, containing sixty acres,
more or lens.
Also one other certain lot or parcel of land
on the eaB erly side of the road lea ling from
Center Lincolnville to Hope, beginnr g at the
center line of the Wade Brooks, so-called, in
the easterly line of said road; thence northerly on line of said road to the line of land of
Ellen Marriner; thence easterly on the southerly line of said Marriner land to Megunticook
Lake, bo-called; thence southerly by said Lake
to the northerly line of land of Fred Wiley;
thence westerly on said Wilej's northerly line
to said road; thence 0} said ruaa to the point
of begin: ing, containing thirty-five acres,
more or less, and being the same real estate
that was conveyed to said Emery Alien Parker
under two deeds, as follows: The portion on
the southerly side of said Wade Brook, con-

sew

tevani

folk and

with the lead in favor of the suits,
.(.nit skirts were perceptably wider, to
■ aexpert observer they still seem
very
v.row at the foot for street wear. Sport

:;e

dressy costumes for afternoon and
aug often show the revived flare at
foot, or if they keep the appearance
■

have ways of allowing for
of motion by pleats and slashes
ther widening devices.

irrowness
m

Ornamental Touches,
broideries done
favorites

on the material are
the designs are de-

and

ped in many different ways, with
is, silk, or bead, or the wool entries that decorate
everything, from
chiffon casques. Serge
chemise
in navy are often embroidered in

to
->es

k

Tested 250,000 Miles

Three-Point Cantilever Springs

taining twenty-five acres, more or less, by
Levi Mathews by deed recorJea in vValdo Registry of Deeds, Book 108, Page 485, and the
portion on the northerly side of said brook,
containing ten acres, more or Jess, being the
same conveyed to said Parker by Samandei D,
Drake by deed recorded in Wa'do Registry of
Deeds. Book 140. Page 507.
Also one other certain lot or pare 1 of land,
situated in sai
Lincolnville, beginning on the
easterly wide of said road at the southwest rly
corner of land of Elmer Dean; thence westerly
on the southerly line of said Dean’s land and
the southerly line of land of David Heal, to
the northeasterly corner of land ot Sidney J,
Moody, thence southerly on the easterly line
of said Moody’s land, twenty-five rods to a
corner; thence westerly on the southerly line
of said Moody’s laud to the northeasterly corner of land of Bert Heal; thence southerly on
the easterly line of said Heal’s land to the
northerly line of lana of Joel Meservey; th nee
easterly on northerly line of said Meservey’a
line and on the northerly line of land of said
Richard M. Moody to said road; thence nortnerJy on said road to the point of beginning;
twenty acre?, more or less of said land being
the same conveyed t saio Emery Al.en Parker
by Samandel D. Draice by deed recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 136, Page 294.
The whole of said above described land being
twenty-five acres, more or less.
Alsu one other certain 1< t or parcel of land
bounded northerly by iand of neirs of Emery
Parker, deceased, easterly by land of Willard
A. Calderwood, land of Avans P. Knight and
land of Addie Thayer; southerly and westerly
by iand of Horace G. Thurlow; c mtaining sixteen acres, more or less.
B.-ing the same real
estate described in deed of Ambrose Spaulding
to said Emery Alien Parker, record d in Waido
Registry of Deeds, Book 130, Page 275 and
276.

Greatest Improvement Since
Pneumatic Tires

/~\VERLAND 4 has been put through the
most thorough and severe test possible.

greater comfort under all road

They do

away almost entirely with side
and
rebound which twist and rack the
sway

250,000 miles of mountain trails, desert

sand, heat, cold,

vn.

or

brown

a

black

or

will be done in blue.
dnings and slashes

mud and dust, demonstrated the quality of every part of the car
long before we began manufacturing.

Duvetin

ds, in gray, tan, navy blue, henna or
;>eian red, which is neariy the same
Brown is the basic color of a great
garments and all the yellows and
blues, greens and reds are combined
etly to relieve it and make it be-

Duvetin and all the other velvet
woolens are combined with satin

g.

They
and

the wool
feature rather than
Hats of Duvetin are

trimming

"dy materia1.
smart es

as
r

those

Diagonal attachment of the Three- Point
Springs at both ends of a 130 inch Springbase gives the steadiness and smooth riding
of the heavy car of long wheelbase.
Equipment is complete from Auto-Lite
Starting and Lighting System to Marshall
Divan Spring Upholstery.

protect the

car

from road shocks

of velvet and

newer.

That your petitioner ;s the owner of one undivided half part thereof with Parker Young
of Lincolnville, in sa'd County of Waldo. Belle
Heal of Belfast, in said County of Waldo.
Eliza A. Parker of said Lincolnville, owner of
a life estate in *ne undivided half part of said
real estate, and h'.-pok E, Parker of Poughkeepsie, in the State of New York, the children of Levi P.rker, deceased, whose number,
names and residences are to your petitioner
unknown, aad John Parker, whose residence is
t
our petitioner unknown, and all the remaining heirs of Emery A, Parker, late of
said Lincolnville, d- ceased, whose names are
not hereinbefore set forth and whose resid -nee* are to > urpttm n**r unknown, exc ; t
.Surah Mar in Perry, wn •«* interest in said u
divided half * said r- •! eeUate that is ^ut jict
to the life estate of a..id 1. Za A
Parker, n
been convey*d to y.ur petitioner and is held
t>y him i:; common wiln said defendants, all
of r-i* d defendants bog seized with
»ur
“aid I .*o
ntimic 1 u
vi ied
petitioner
e
h df p »rt thereof; that your petitio'ers
ow.iu
livi.led half t cr.mf first menti <
-*d by him under a title that rein:.*-* baes t a
the wid d
»;,1
devise of th same, u'. i.
Emery A Parker and that the other undivided half owned by said defendants including
your petitioner’s interest therein is owned
under a separate ana distinct devi-e under
ssid will, and that your petitioner uesirea to
old his said undivided half interest in sever-

Come in and see this car. Ask for
Booklet, Overland 4 Touring, $845; Road-

prolong

the life of every part.
They enable the wheels to hold
better to the road.
They give

oats, suits {and dresses,
l*ie

car.

This remarkable test showed conclusively
that Three-Point Cantilever Springs, exclusive with Overland, arc the greatest improvement in riding comfort since the introduction of-pneumatic tires.

Black get-ups
or embroidered

conditions.

ster,

$845; Coupe, $1325; Sedan, $1375;

Prices f.

o.

b. Toledo.

Matching Motifs.
dressers take advantage of color

er

ts to achieve considerable smartIf the suit is in Henna tone a neck-

jade
dery

will relieve it and the
the hat will have touches

green
on

green shade, where gray or
color contrast gloves and spats

same

e

ne

repeat it.
Shoe Fashionsshorter vamp shoes that comes
Paris endorsement is not taking
far, but one never can tell when

new
a
so

j
|

de may turn in its favor. Low French

quite generally obtainable,
dressy than the Cuban
and quite as comfortable. Suede

are now

bit

more

alty.
Wherefore, he prays that n tic1 to all persons interested, to wii. P .tker You ig. i-elle
Ileal, Eliza A. Parser, Prank E P rKer and the
s*iiu children of Levi Parker, deceased, tnd c*!l
other persons claiming merest th**.- *m. may
be ordered, commissioners appoint *il and h'a

reckoned very modish, and
black and cocoa hold the lead at
are

nt, lighter shades
^sy

Ere

lOOin ch

predicted for

Wheelbase

said interest set out to him to be he'd in fee

wear.

ana in

Hats and Veils.

•-

W. R. GILKEY 8s. SON,
___

worn.

These

AROUND TIE 'WORLD WITH"
THE AMERICAN BED CROSS.

[j

Public Health

are some-

Nursing.

GW.3* LETTERS

I

Last Novel

hair

dressing, that demand
msy, beautifully brushed hair, and the
lime recipe of fifty strokes of the
'sh at bed time is likely to be revived.
an

I

■sties cleverly separated, so that every
ishing is at the same time a gentle
massage, glossy, pretty hair is se5ry

brush,

and

as

this is

an

g

SCRIBNER’S

|

Scribner’*

The Penobscot Bay Electric Company
hereby notifies its customers that no gas
will be made or so! 1 by it in Belfast after
December 1, 1919
II. P. BLODGETT,

Superintendent.

Remington,

....

Grand PrizeM/
Write for Catalogue
THE REMINGTON ARMS U M C. CO. INC.

Magazine

Ntw your Cm

woocwoaTM Bo>a

597 Fifth Ave., New York City

it is

30 Year*'

hxperience.

South Main Street, Winterport, Maine
1

tflice Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

I

I hereby forbid anyone from trusting
my wife, Alice I. Hubbard, on ntv account, as I shall pay no bills contracted
by her from this date, October 23, 1919.
CARL HUBBARD,
3w44*
Belfast, Maine.

Wanted <it \)m
To work in our factory.

WANTED

Lucy Carter.

EYE SICHT SPECIALIST

I|'

50 GIRLS

to keep in the perfect sanitary ccnipu necessary for health and beauty.

!5‘er

E. H. Boyington

xt
*
in thif C unty end
ur
term of
I pendency of this petition b
civen t.» li
her
ii
b! co-tenants not natn
I
lication of an attest d copy of said petition with
this order thereon, •>* ce a w et i*, !u: ihiee -uccessive week*j, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published at Belfast, in said Counry of Waldo, the Inst publication »-,* he at I ast
‘‘aid
30 days before the next term of C urt
County, to be begun and b den on the first
Tuesday of January, \. 1). 1920.
Return of personal service to be ver e 1 by
I affidavit and certificate of a t > irt of ret* rd.
LUEKE B. DKAbY.
Justice S. J. Preen;.; g.
A true copy of petition and order of Court
thereon. Attest:
JAMES H. CILL1 Y. v lerk.
Date of publication November .13 1919.

Caution Notice
Ask Your Dealer

Firearms 6 Ammunition

Subscribe for the year now
through your local agent
or send $4.00 to

ordi-

waterproof

Are three of the
important features in
MAGAZINE

“Ideal” hair brush which has its

ired with less effort than with

s

S. S. “Camden” will leave Belfast at
!
2 00 p. m. Mondays and Thursdays for
Boston and way landings.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and
Fridays at 5.00 p. m. for Belfast, Bangor
and way landings.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.
i

HENRY VAN DYKE i \
In Every Number
jj

til the vogue of panniers on dressy
has come back rather stiff, quaint

sti

CHANCE IN SCHEDULE
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 31, 1919.

JOHN FOX’S

ks,

of

j

--

In the midst of its multifarious war duties the American lied Cross did
Throughout
not neglect its obligations to the civilian population at home.
the con diet it maintained its Bureau of Public Health Nursing, instruction in
Particularly in
first aid, home nursing and sanitation, and disaster relief.
their work for the babies was effort by public health nurses Important. The
accompanying photograph shows a Red Cross public health nurse instructing
a

mother In the proper preparation of

thfe

baby's diet.

MEN and WOMEN everywhere to sell
the New Peerless Supreme Accident and
Health Policy. The best proposition ever
Large inoffered the insuring public.
demnities and low premium cost. Good
liberal agency propositions for those who
Betcan devote their part or spare time.
ter contracts for those who will become
Write for
Full Time Representatives.
Peerless Casualty Comfull particulars.
3t45*
pany, Keene, New Hampshire.

ne

>.*rt' s

<

'fa Oar Gas m .u&rs

[ROOSEVELT’*

•

Coiffures and Panniers,

'■

'•

L_

lengths of nei and often bordered.

s

March. A.

of

Orderid, That notice
cy
k»*- b,
petition be given to i-Yauk K
! vice of an aett sted copy .’ sai-.: pen'em a
*h
I Older thereon, ut le -s SO days he'

the brim in most of the best

Uls, Soft l;nes that frame the face
ming v are the tiling and if the hat
all and a bit severe, a draped veil is
with it, not so much to cover the
as for the floating draperies.
Loose
that fall from the hat brim covering
‘ace and ending at a low neck line
s

Searsport, Maine

PHON'D NUMBER 27-2

are the rule in
millinery,
;'HPcd crowns, softly shirred brims, or
Pie puffs or folds of the material that

fashionably

iv

CLARENCE M UK i EV.-vN
By DUN TON & MORSE, tiis Attorneys.

iied effects

itute

severalty
twenty-fourth d

Dated this
D. 1919

Hats that turn back off the face at
or roll high at the side show the
to great advantage, o.r disadvantage
is not
pretty and well arranged,

TRUCK SSViQ
Portla..d Rendering Co., Portland,

Don’t

forget

Me.

to

Ssubcsribe
For The Journa

I a in prepared to do all kinds of trickint,
Eurniture and piano moving a spicialty.
Leave orders at tire stable, corner oi
Main and, Cress strec’s, and they will re,
ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
w. W. BLAZn,
12P

Waldo

r

verne,

Pelfasl.

Good wages and

permanent employment assured from the
start.
Inquire in person or address
BELL PANTS FACTORY,
Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine..

nHICHESTERSjpiLLS
Ladles I Ask your Drucflat
Chl-chcn-ter a Diamond Krnnd/|\\
IMlls in Red and Void metallicNl^T
I boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. X^f j
Take no other. Buy of your. ▼ J
BranrlRt. As k for C111-€ IIEK-TEIIfl
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for M
years known as Best, Eafest, Always Reliable

iOlD BY DRUGGISTS EVFJWHERL

News

was

! 4th, that

WOOD-BURNING CLARIONS

undergone

built for service. Clarions sold over
forty years ago are still in satisfactory use,
good for years to come.
The variety of Clarions in sizes and
styles is very extensive, a kind for every
need, but the quality is uniform—the
best we can produce.
Add the touch of comfort to your parlor, sittting-room, dining-room or chamber
with a Clarion.

!

are

friends,

an

j

Nov.

work.

operation for appendicitis

Boston,

and was taking

a

IU1UUCL

Murphy

Mr. and Mrs. P.

and children

the Bryant & Stratton Business Col- were at their home
Sunday.
\ I
lege when suddenly stricken. She is an
Wallace Gray had the good fortune to
only child and sympathy for the anxious
shoot a deer close to his house.
parents is expressed by all.
Mrs. Lee McKeen has returned from a
visit in Portland and Massachusetts.
in

SEARSMONT.

a

Albert Fuller of North Searsmont captured a deer one morning last week.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine "tET

Bryant place,

Mrs. A. A. Barden of

who bought the John
is making extensive repairs.

the home of her

brother,

Judson

Warren,

RETAIL PRICE

35a38
18a24
1 94
Corn,
Cracked corn, 1 79
Corn meal,
1 79
45
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
4 15
13
Cranberries,
Clover seed, OOaOO
13 00a 15 00
Flour,
H. G. seed,
5 75
34
Lard,

W'interport

Fred for

a

is

at

week’s

Mr. and Mrs. George WTalker of Monroe
and Mrs. E. H. Littlefield

visited Mr.

in Belfast.

Sunday.

At the regular meeting of Rosewood
Chapter, O. E. S., Friday evening, there

STOCKTON SPRINGS

son

Carl Jenkins has moved his mill to the
Stevens lot and has the

will be work and supper will be served.

well sawed

on

per bbl.,
$3 00a4 00
10
Beans, pea,
10
Beans, y. e.,
58a60
Butter,
15al6
eef, sides,
15
eef, f. q.,
36
Cheese,
35
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
65
! uck,
35
74
egs,
30
Fowl,
32
Geese,

Beef, corned,
Butter, salt,

visit.

Mrs. Henry Skinner plans to close her
home and spend the winter with her

SOLD BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST.

Ray Robertson and H. P. White loaded
car of apples at Waldo Station last

week.

Rose,

MAKPLi

Apples,

SWANVILLE CENTER.

course

PRICE

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

years.

covery. S he is the daughter of Morris
Patterson and wife (nee Ida Davis), now
; living in

BELFAST

been very active in church and grange
She was an able correspondent
for the Republican Journal for many

{had

in a Boston hospital an I was in a very
critical condition, with little hope of re-

Mr. Ernest

SEARSPORT.

received by

Miss Florence Patterson

lumber pretty

fAIU

Hay,

rKUUUCEK

28

Maurice Harrimau,

son,

OF

20
Mutton,
Potatoes, 1 35a 1 50
Round Hog,
18
Straw, 10 00a 12 00
26a32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
22
Veal,
Wool, unwashed, 60
Wood, hard, 8 00
6 50
Wood, soft,

Id’s GddJp Well hi
JOSEPH M. HERMAN SHOE CO.
Men’s Vici
Bals, Munson

RETAIL MARKET

2 20
93
Oat Meal,
8
6
Onions,
21a22
Oil, kerosene,
13
Pollock,
34
Pork,
8
Rye meal,.
2 70
Shorts,
11
Sugar,
1 35
Salt, T. I.,
Sweet potatoes,
5

Lime,
Oats,

Last,

SPECIAL PRICE $5.95
JOSEPH M. HERMAN SHOE CO.
Men’s Black Calf Blucher U. S
Navy Shoes
Made according to Government
specifications.
SPECIAL PRICE $6.95

that.

BORN
During tbe heavy gale of last week the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Webb and son of
tree in front of John Luce’s
W’aldo were guests Sunday at the home
Greenlaw. In Belfast, Nov. 8, to Mr
1 house was so badly torn that it was necHerman Couarv and son Lester are fishMiss Louise Shute was at home from
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Murphy.
and Mrs. William M. Greenlaw, a daughcut
it
down.
to
essary
ter, ^Katherine.
ing oil Isle au Haut, accompanied by Har- Bangor over the wee k-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Evans and chilMr. Charles ilemenway is receiving
ry McCaslin and Donald Vaughan.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wardwell left
dren were in Bangor Sunday to visit their
marfuedT
congratulations on his success in getting son and
Searsport friends of Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Tuesday for a visit in Boston.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The
animorning.
a
Saturday
doe
large
O’Neil (Harriet Webber1 of providence
Riley,
BLAKE-CORNFORTH. In Belfast, Nov.
Mr. A. M. Ames was in Augusta last
mal was feeding in a field back of the old
8, by Rev. A. E. Wilson, Milton W. Blake
learn.H with regret of the death of their week at the
open! ng of the special sesMr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Robertson
of Morrill and Miss Nettie M. Cornforth
Townsend place.
infant son.
sion.
and Mrs. H. P. White were guests Sun- of Thorndike.
a
attentive
conSui-day morning
very
■Pf Jfitpcg p_ prSK.ine of New York and
CLARK Webb, in Morrill, Nov. 8. by
day of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements of
Heavy colds are prevailing in town,
gregation listened to an excellent sermon Searsport.
Rev. Nathan Hunt, Wilbur L. Clark of
f)ana Dutch of Waban, Mass., arrived in but the dreaded influenza has not yet apBelmont and Miss Clara Webb of Belfast.
by Rev. Emma Harrison, the headings of
town fiiday, called by the death of Mrs. peared.
Saturday night, Nov. 22, will be ChilCLARK-HlLLS. In Belfast, Nov. 11, by
which were, Watch,
Work,
Reward,
j
James T. Erskine.
dren's night with a Thanksgiving pro- Rev. C. H. Martin, Walter H. ClarK and
Mrs. Ernest Partridge nas moved into taken from Mathew 25.
Miss Agnes M. Hills, both of Lincolnville.
The first snow of the season fell be- the cottage owned by Mrs. R. P. Goodhue
gram followed by a candy pull. Bring
i Mr. True Moody, his sister, Mrs. Fran- all your children.
tween 3 and 6 a. m. Wednesday and was of Boston.
DIED.
! cella Moody, and their mother, have
followed by 48 hours northeast wind and
Mrs. Divoll gave her son George a
Mrs. Flora
Philbrick left last Sunday moved into the lower tenement of the
rain with barometer reading 29.6.
Several guests from
ERSKINE. In Searsport, Nov. 7, Mrs.
for Brewer, where she will make her Dr. Crocker house owned
by Mrs. Eliza- birthday party.
Martha A. Erskine, aged 76 years and 3
he
was well rememBrooks
and
attended
Donald Russell has returned from a ho me with a daughter.
beth Wiley, who will occupy the upstairs
months.
bered with presents.
hunting trip in Northern Maine with a
Delville Trundy arrived heme from tenement.
Some of the farmers from Monroe and
line deer which he displayed Saturday
Rockland last week and expects to go to
Mrs. Nettie Follett, who has been visitSwanville held a meeting last Saturday
evening in the P. B. Electric Co.’s store. Auburn for work in the shoe shop.
ing Mrs. Frank Jones, lias returned to at Waldo Station in regard to a receiving
Mrs. Rose Sanborn and grand-daughter, her
Capt. and Mrs. Albert N. Blanchard of
home in Brookline, Mass. Searsmont
station there for cream and milk.
Mrs. Richard Connor, have returned from
New York City arrived Saturday and are
was Mrs. Follett’s native place, but she
a
visit
with
friends
and
in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Riley were in
relatives
Rockspending a few days in town inspecting i
made her home in Rockland for a time
Belfast Sunday, guests of their sister,
the work of remodeling their summer | land.
before going to Brookline.
Miss Ruby Gray spent
Mrs. Ada Wiley.
You II find Sloan’s Liniment
Mrs. S. B. Pendleton left Wednesday
home on the Mt. Ephraim road.
The correspondent would be very glad the week-end with her parents, Mr. and
to
the
winter
with
her
spend
daughter,
softens the severe
Many Journal subscribers were disap- [
to receive items of interest from any one Mrs. Wallace Gray.
Mrs. George Demuth and family in Thompointed Thursday by the absence of their
who will kindly give them, for the benefit
meetan
Comet
held
interesting
Grange
rheumatic ache
aston
paper. In some way a bundle of Journals
of the home folks and to help former resi- ing Saturday night that was well attendArthur Colcord and Leonard La Furley
Mrs.
and
ed.
was good,
was lost in transit from Belfast to SearsThe
program
dents and those who are spending the
Put it on freely. Don't rub
port via R. F. D. An effort is being made were at home from Brewer last Thurs- winter in the sunny clime to keep in Isaac McReen and Mrs. Porter Webb
it in
who publish the Comet Grange Gazette j
Just let it penetrate naturally. What a
day, where they are employed in caulk- touch with their home town.
to trace and restore the missing issue.
sense o.
gave us a paper both instructive and !
relief
soon
soothing
follows!
ing a vessel.
External aches, stiffness,
spicy.
The Red C~oss membership drive which
soreness,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Marden left the 6th
The Current Events Club met with
cramped
muscles,
conducted
strained
was
sinews,
ended Saturcayr, Nov. 9th,
to join Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood
Mrs. Win, Averv on Wednesday after- by auto
nw
£rc, ~'‘hose ailments can't
DODGE’S CORNER Searsport
off the
by the following solicitors, who have
hght
and two othei parties in TortSalisbury
relieving
of
qualities
noon, the subject being “Will Carleton’s
o.oan s
made a house to house canvass: Mrs.
Liniment. Clean, convenient
land. These people plan to make the
Poems
and
Current
Events.”
his
will
close
home
for
Frank
economical.
Harding
35c, 70c, $1.40.
Chester Lombard, Mrs. Elbert Monroe,
entire journey to St. Petersburg, Florida, the winter and with Miss Marian will :
Mr. and Mrs. George Gordon returned
Mrs. S. L. Fairchild, Miss Rebecca Ross,
in their autos, four in number, and spend soon leave for Mass.
Miss Florence Colcor I, Mrs. E.W.Gilkey, last week to their home in Livermore the winter in that beautiful city.
Mrs. D. A. Lowe is improving and exMelvin Falls, after a visit with his brother and
Mrs. A. Story Trundy, Mrs.
to close her house through the coldMiss J. E. McFarland, who has been pects
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Gordon.
wife,
est part of the winter.
Thompson.
obliged to walk with crutches for some
Mrs. J. Frank Frye, who has spent the
Miss Harriette M. Nickerson is selling
The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. has
time, had the misfortune to fall recently. her stock and preparing to close her
completed the work of installing lights summer with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Sta- No bones were broken, but she was badly
house and will spend the winter in Mass.
This ples,
left last
Thursday for Quincy, bruised and lamed so that she is confined She will be greatly missed by her neighthroughout Union school house.
j
much needed improvement was made Mass., where she will visit her daughter, to the bed. Miss McFarland
belongs to bors.
of
Charles
Mrs.
the
Luther
W.
Glover.
generosity
possible through
Her father,
one of
the old families.
Dexter Robinson and Ralph Smith of
Wre
ish to give notice that on and
Green. During the dark days cf the past
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Griffin ret urned Ephraim McFarland, was proprietor of this
city have been lucky in the deer after til s date JlOct. 28th> for an indefiweek it has been well tested and appreto 'their
home in Mattapoisett, Mass., the hotel here fifty or more years ago. hunt. The former shot one in Searsmont nite
period, xve will receive apples for
ciated by scholars and teachers.
last Thursday after a visit of three weeks Miss McFariand was a successful school and the latter brought down a large buck canning.
THE SACO VALLEY
1 near
Mills.
Poor’s
44tf
CANNING CO.j
The community was saddened Friday, with their daughter and husband, Mr. teacher in her young womanhood and has
November 7th, by the death of Martha and Mrs. George H. Hopkins.
A. Erskine, Mrs. Erskine was born in
Mrs. Alice T. Doe left for Boston by
Searsport, April 6, 1843, and was the
Saturday morning’s train to join her j
Nichols
and
Nancy
of
Benjamin
daughter
daughter Blanche who is attending BryPendleton. Her marriage to Capt. James
ant & Stratton’s Business College.
Mrs.
T. Erskine occurred June 21, 1371. DurDoe will remain for the winter at her
made
she
life
many
ing her early married
usual employment.
foreign voyages with her husband. Like
Mr. Eklen H. Shute spent the weekshe
women
possessed
many Searsport
heroic qualities often tested in those who end with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. EIHer oldest daughter was den S. Shute, while his wife and son
follow the sea.
Mr. Shute
born oil the Irish coast on the bark St. were visiting in Dorchester.
Lucie. A few years later, bound home is in charge of the station at Ayer’s
from New Zealand Capt. Erskine was Junction on the Maine Central.
a

>

20a22
Lamb,
Lambskinsl 00a 1 50

Earle Littlefield of Orono was in town

Mr. and Mrs. Edson Fletcher announce

the birth of

Special Sale

{20 00a25 00 I

Hides,

J large elm

recently.

RICE & HUTCHINS’
Men’s Vici Bluchers, Medium Wide

Toe,

SPECIAL PRICE $5.95
RICE & HUTCHINS’
Men’s

Mahogany Bluchers

medium wide toe, also in

a

and

Bals

medium pointed toe.

SF EC AL PRICE $5.95
The above prices are less than they
are made by reliable makers.
These shoes are to be sold for

;

can

today and

--CAS H

ACHES AND PAINS
QUICKLY RELIEVED

L. A.
18-20 Main

be

bought

ON LY--

WEBBER,

Street,

Belfast, Maine

Tel. No. 305-3.

Mail orders filled.

1

r
i

Special Notice

Home

Pays

heavy storm,
seriously injured during
Mrs. Erskine efficiently assisting in treating his injuries. Sorrow came into her
life with the death of a baby daughter,
Esther Lucie, who lived only 15 months.
a

Following Captain Erskine’s retirement
from sea and deata in 1911, Mrs. Erskine
has lived quietly at her home in Searspon, spending occasional winters in New
York and Waban with her son and daughDuring this time she hat had the
constant companionship of her younger
daughter whose unfailing devotion has

ter.

added much to her happiness. She was a
constant attendant and supporter of the
first Congregational Church and will be

greatly missed in all its departments.
She is survived by one son, Dr. James P.
Erskine of New York City, and two

daughters,
Mass., and

Mrs

town; also
Dutch.

Dana Dutch of

Waban,

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bagley celebrated
their sixth wedding anniversary with a
family dinner Nov. 2, the guests including

Mrs.

Meyers, Capt. William Parse and Capt.
Nathan Gilkey. Interment was made at
the Haibor cemetery.

MONROE.

Luther Geirish
of

and Mrs.

Ada

on

Friday.

cold and

resulting trouble with
convalescing. Her
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Colcord, has been
suffering severely with an abscessed
head and back but is

from which she has

now

and

Vermont,

as

had

well

as

Simpson spent last week in

day. His vacation was the result of delay in loading the stea mer, caused by the
strike of long-shoremen.

a

Mrs. Ralph Arey of Thorndike, Mrs.
Sayward and daughter of Burnham visited at Marcus Littlefield’s the past week.

Despite the inclement weather a very
pleasant meeting of the Ladies’ Aid was

Thanksgiving concert

day afternoon. Twelve were present including the pastor and wife, Rev. and
Mrs. George C. Boom, who came from
Belfast to be present at the meeting.
They spent the night at the home of the
Mi sses Hichborn, leaving for Belfast Friday morning.

son.

Mrs. Billings has received several very
interesting letters from her daughter Beatrice, who had a very pleasant trip to

Pasadena, Calif.
Congratulations
and

Mrs.

Arthur

extended to Mr.

Nickless, who

married in Augusta Nov. 5th.

were

Mrs. Nick-

Littlefield of this
town.
Also to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Littlefield, who were married on the same
date. They will reside in AuguBta.
less

was

held with Mrs. James

Treat,

Mr. and Mrs. Peirce D.
are

Miss Lura

C. S. Adams attended the extra session of the Legislature in Augusta last
week.

to invest it in
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Western Electric fell Driven
AND

Alamo Unit

Type Farm Lightin

v

Plants
FOR

A. E. CHASE &

SALE

BY

CO., Brooks, Maine

SWANVILLE
Mr. Wallace Gray recently phot
his home.

a

deer

last Thurs-

Lancaster

to the home of his parents, Mr.
Lancaster, Friday, where
will remain until they leave for

leased their house to

Mr.

They have

McLellan,

[

Mr. D. S. Greeley of Hampden, his son
and their housekeeper, Mrs.
Boyd, her daughter and sister, were din-

Kenneth

j

are

interested

| $107-50

a

share.

Stockton Yard this winter. He will take
possession of the Lancaster house, formerly owned by the late Capt David |

ner

guests of Mr. G’s sister, Mrs, Ada
last Sunday and called on other

Billings,

in

!

relatives in town.

FEMALE HELP
WANTED

offering an exceptional degree of safety
this stock is tax exempt in
and a net yield of
Maine,Ht is a legal investment for Maine savings
banks, it is managed by Maine men and very largely
owned by Maine people.
Orders

can

be

I

j

Permanent positions at good pay for women
and gills, amid pleasant surroundings andcougenial workers, in a newly * quipped, welllighted and well-heated office.
If you have a fair education and want to get
ahead, our publishing house offers you a chance
to do many kinds of office work, an eight-hour
day, ample recess, vacatii ns wtih pay, library,
annual picnic ard entertainment, free use of
the gymnasium and swimming pool and reading rooms.
Educational facilities right in our own office
make rapid advancement possible.
If you are an ambitious girl looking for a
chance to get ahead, write for our free booklet, which tells more in detail about the work
and which is filled with pictures of the employees, the publishing house and th> city of
VY. H. GANNETT, Pub. lnc„
Augusta.

Employment, Department,

3a45

Augusta, Maine.

Belfast Savings Bank
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 12,322, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has been made for
a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing new books.

Central Maine Power Co.

who

has been employed in the Sandy Point
Shipyard and expects] to work in the

turned home.

have been occupying the Charles Small
house for nearly two years, have moved
to Belfast.

Besides

price
direct.j

the guest of

Mrs. H. E. Greeley of Northeast llari bor and her brother, Mr. Walter Nickerson of Bar Ilarbor, were in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Merrithew, who

Maine?

If the luilding up of Maine interests you, why
in Central Maine Power Company 7%
Cumulative Preferred Stock. It is issued to finance
the building ot power plants, power lines and similar
improvements that go to increase the commercial and
industrial prosperity of Central Maine.

sent

was

of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm.

not invest

is

has returned home

Mr. Libbeus Ames, who has been workon the section at Bingham, has re-

building up?

The

nun

ing

or

Which territory
YOU

Da

from Bangor, where she
relatives.

remove

they

Mrs. A. S.

it

will

and Mrs. E. M.

Boston in the near future.

York.

Investment
money
build
up the
helpsto
territory where the
investment is made.

Massachusetts

Th re will be an entertainment and
dance at the town hall this, Thursday,
evening. Music by McKeen’s orchestra.

the concert by Rev. F. S. DollifT of Jack-

(b)

erable depth.

Orville

Services after

^
u.

i
I

Mr. A. Eugene Nickerson of Portland
in town one day last week, tlv guest

to invest it in the West?

snow

G. A. Palmer lias had a hot water system ana bath installed. Mr. Whitman of
New Hampshire did the work.

at the church Nov. 23rd.

•,

was

(a)

j

fall of considAt the present writing we
are
enjoying almost Indian Summer
weather.
a

not for any

territory has say ten million dollars of inmoney to place in He next six months—

The northeasterly storm of last week
gave us only a thin coating of snow,
which soon melted, whereas other sections of Maine

investments,

sentimental reason, but because

or

obtained

voyage to South America,
leaving early this week to join the steamship Maricaibo of the “Red D” Line,
which was scheduled for sailing Wednes-

a

?. IV>

.1:. •V.^a:-

it. SVi. 1

Mr. Fred York of Everett, Mass., recently visited his mother, Mrs. Margaret

putting

which will pay better:

Mrs. Rufus Mudgett has been confined
to the house for more than a week with a
severe

are

our

vestment

visit with Mr. and Mrs.
John Gerrish.
Mrs. Tufts is a sister of
Mrs. Abbie Walker (mother of Mrs. John
Wardwell) and the two families held a

town after

There will be

If

a

reunion at the Gerrish home

money in home

investors

pays.

Brownville Junction arrived

Nov, 4th for

relief.

many friends and neighbors. The bearers
were. Capt.
B. F. Colcord, Capt. C. N.

patriotic

cousin,

tooth,

her late home on Monuay, Rev. Thomas
H. Martin officiating. An abundance of
beautiful flowers showed the regard of

THEtheir

Claude McManus.

Tufts

careful Maine

most

Mrs. Bagley’s mother, Mrs. Flora Philbrick, her sister and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Bryant, and
Mr.

held at

services were

f**v*r

;'

near

Miss Harriette Erskine of this
one grandson, Dana Erskine

Funeral

f

Investing

Double Profits

«

rsa Vfis rAYiW.

j

j
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f

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

WILMEK J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

Belfast, Oct. 28, 1919-3w44

New Kitchen Ranges and
Parlor Heaters

'

ft 1

IS THE STO\ f

B

TO ruv
Warm rooms, warm floor.*'.
heat day and night.
Heavy
tion, thoroughly right in everv
Burns wood and lasts
Sold by

a

g<

vestigate.

H. H. HUTC^ i
BROOKS,

MAIM

“Hutchinons1Stove Su

Farm Bargain

OVER SIXTY ACRES, wit'
I.
set of buildings, for sale.
Frankfort, Me. Address impm
WAl DC
Care Republican .•1

FOR SALE
A PONY OUTFIT
in fine order. Pony a vn>
driver.
Also canary birds,

singers.
3w45

Apply

to

MRS L. A. BROW N
Alto Street, Belfast

Ralph I. Howes, chief mate pharmacist from the U. S. Naval Hospital '■
his pare"
to be sold at 25 per cent off from regular Philadelphia, Pa., is visit ng
His foe >«■
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Howes
price. Its up to you.
is visiting
1 D. W. Tozier of Waterville,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
I with him.
44
Belfast, Maine.

